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VOLUME 16

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 3, 1902
ing of the supreme officers of the order held In this city to succeed John J,
Acker, of Albany, N. Y.

SPECTACULAR
Magnificent

Attack and
Defense.

FOUR BATTLESHIPS

Tank Collapsed.
New York. Sept. 3. A gas tank on
Abie
Wythe avenue, Brooklyn, collapsed Another
this afternoon and It Is feared from
twelve to eighteen men were killed.
They were engaged In riveting the
tank when It collapsed.

MADE ATTACK,

Eight Warships Opened Fire on New
Bedford.
FOliT RODMAN

WAS BOMBARDED.

Foit Trumbull. New London, Conn.,
Headquarters of Army of Defense

Sept. 3. Early this morning the naval
enemy made a third attack on the forts
In the New London district. It Is said
to have been the most effective as well
as the most spectacular move that has
yet taken place since the manouevers

y

fcegan.

The fire continued almost incessant-afor two hours, being directed at Fort
Wright, Fishers Island.
The attacking squadron was com
posed of the battleships Kearsarge,
Alabama, Massachusetts and Indiana.
The result of the conflict will not be
known until after the umpire's rey

port.
It was a most magnificent attack and
able defense from the strategist standpoint.

Eight Warships.
Cuttihunk, via Pasque Island. Mass.
Sept. 3. A fleet of eight warships wag
sighted this morning moving from the
westward toward New Bedford. The
fleet worked Its way up towards Buzzard's Bay and when off the eastern
approach of New Bedford opened fire
about S:15 o'clock. The guns from the
fortifications responded promptly.
Fort Rodman Attacked.
New Bedford, Mass., Sept. 3. Four
warships, which could not be Identified
from shore owing to the haze appeared,
on Fort Rodman early this morning
and at once opened fire. The fortifications speedily replied to the bombard-ment.
The fire became desultory after
about an hour and theu ceased. The
warships did not retire, however, and
a pitched battle was expected to follow.

HARMONY THE FEATURE.

'

Democrats of Iowa Seem to be in Good
Humor.
Des Moines, iwa, Sept. 3. Harmony seemed to be the distinctive feature when the democratic state convention met today. Apparently there were
no prospects of a fight over any of the
subjects with which the convention
had to deal. Though no candidate for
governor is to be named, there was
great interest In the nominations for
state offices. A brief meeting of the
state central committee waa held, an
auditing committee was appointed and
routine business transacted.
H. C. Taylor, temporary chairman,
congratulated the delegates upon the
outlook for democratic success at the
polls this fall. In regard to national
issues he touched upon the Philippines
tariff revision and trusts. A good portion of Mr. Taylor's speech was devoted to the subject of taxation and other
state affairs.
There are numerous names mentioned for nearly all the places on the
state ticket and the final selection is
problematical. The candidates to be
of state, treasnamed are for
urer, attorney general, judge of the
supreme court, auditor, railroad commissioner, I'lerk of the supreme court
and supreme court reporter.
It was 11 o'clock when State Chairman S. F. Mct'onnel called tile state
democratic convention to order in the
new auditorium. Only half the delegates were present. The principal Issue was the wording of the plank in
regard to the endorsement of the Kan-titCity platform. Charles A. Walsh,
secretary of the national democratic
committee, asserted before the convention convened tin re waa no doubt with
regard to the endorsement.
Boise is leading the
forces who desire the silver question
.ignored, an would not concede defeat.
By a vote of 7 to 4 the district caucuses this morning decided there
Kan-bawould be no reailirination of the
City platform by the democrats of
Iowa. There will, however, be a minority report of the committee on resolutions favoring reaffirming, and the
convention U If will le required to
r
men
decide the matter. The
claimed alter the (amuses, enough
votes to effectually squelch any mention of the Kansas City platform.
Dickincon Elected.
Kansas City. ept. 3. H. B. Dickinson, of Buffalo, was elected supreme
receiver of the A. O. V. W. at a meet
s

1

a

anti-silve-

TODD

JS

Santa Fe Officer is
Out.

a joint committee on conciliation composed of representatives of operators
and a new union of anthracite employes, to which all grievances should
be referred for Investigation and their
Let decision should be final ana binding Mount
and that there should be no interfermen.
ence with

NEXT

Pslee Passed the

Bour-bonnais- e

For-

mer Record.

Adams for Congress.
Portage. Wis, Sept. 3. The repubHOFES OF ROYAL FAMILY BLASTED licans of the Second congressional dis- KANSAS CITY PRINCIPLES ADOPTED
To Study History.
trict met in convention here today and
Huntsville, Ala., Sept. 3. A meeting
nominated Honry C. Adams, of Madwas held here today for the formation
Republicans of Pennsyl- ison, to succeed Congressman Herman Application of Gates' Attorneys Was
of an historical society for the study Anti-QuB. Dahle.
and preservation of the history and
vania In Srission.
antiquities of the Tennessee valley.
Granted.
NOTABLE AFFAIR.
The meeting, which was presided over
by Judge Richard W. Walker, wag well
Exposition will Surpass
attended. Following the enrollment of NEGRO NAMED HOG WILSON HANGED. The Pittsburg
EDWARD E66LEST0N, AUTHOR, IS DEAD.
Efforts.
Previous
all
members there were several interest3.
Pittsburg,
Sept.
Pa;,
From all
ing papers on the Lauderdale county
indications the annual Pittsburg Exmounds and the early history of the Special to The Citizen.
Cactrles, Island 8t. Lucia. B. W. I..
Williams, Ariz., Sept. 3. The sys- position whlch'.opens tonight will be Sept. 3. The tone of destruction of
Tennessee valley settlements.
the
notable
most
of
tem of letting out
affair
the kind Saturday night's eruption of Mont
of the
road Is still in vogue by the Santa Fe ever held In this part of tho country.
Island of Martinique, paralelled
CALIFORNIA DEMOCRATS.
company, and A. B. Todd Is next to go. For months past the management has that which destroyed the town of St.
Platform Adopted by the Convention He Is the division master mechanic been engaged In gathering choice ex- Pierre In May last but spread some
with headquarters at Winslow, but on hibits In all lines of Industry and the five miles more eastward.
at Sacramento.
coming Monday will turn over his result Is a large and magnificent disthe
The Gendarmla of Martinique officSacramento, Cal., Sept. 3. The demposition to M. J. Drury, who has been play of horticultural, mining and manu- ially report that 1,006 persons were
ocratic state convention today adopted
a platform denouncing the protective apolnted and will come from Arkansas factured products. Many novels in the killed and 150 Injured by the latest
City, Kan. Rumors that other officials way of entertainment are offered, in- shower of fiery hail.
tariff and trusts as inimical to the out west
are soon to Le relieved are in cluding a miniature reproduction of
Warships and steamers are taking
best Interests of "the people; favoring
the Martinique disaster. The season's inhabitants from the coast villages,
a complete exclusion from American circulation.
music will be furnished by Sousa's where people from the Inland places
territory of Chinese; and demanding
CZARINA'S
THE
ILLNESS.
band and Damrosch's orchestra.
also gathered for safety. Survivors who
the enactment of laws prohibiting the
reached Fort de Francs describe the
Issuance of an injunction In labor dis- Hopes of the Russian Royal Family
MISS NIXON WEDS.
eruption as the most violent yet exputes infringing upon the rights of
Are Shattered.
perienced.
free speech, free assemblage and freeSt. Petersburg, Sept, 3. The official Daughter of the Former Editor of the
The St. Vincent volcano, Souffierre
dom to organize.
Journal de St. Petersbrug today conInter Ocean.
was in eruption simlltaneously.
tains the following announcement:
Chicago, 111., Sept 3. A wedding of
NO POLITICS.
"Some months ago certain changes note here today was that of Miss BerPLATFORM REAFFIRMED.
occurred In the condition of the czarNo Interference will be Tolerated in ina which Indicated pregnancy. Now tha Nixon, daughter of William Penn
Dixon, former editor of the Chicago Ohio Democrats Stand by the Kansas
the Strike.
owing to a deviation from the formal Inter Ocean and a prominent repubCity Principles,
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 3. United course of pregnancy, her majesty had lican leader, and Dr. George
de
Cedar Point, Ohio, Sept. 3 The demQuay
Senators
and Penrose a miscarriage.
States'
There are no compliof Nice, Italy. The bride was ocratic state convention assembled at
held a protracted conference today cations. Temperature and pulse are attended by her sister. Miss Mary 10 o'clock today. Mayor Tom
Johnson,
with President Baer of the Reading normal.
Ni.:on, and the best man was George of Cleveland, received an ovation upon
railway, In reference to the miners' .Signed: "The Court Accoueher." Oakley, of New York. After an exten- his
arrival. W. J. Frye, chairman of
strike. After the conference Mr. Quay (Correct.)
sive bridal tour through Europe the the state central committee, deliverraid:
"PROF. OTT,
couple will return to Chicago for their ed an address dealing with campaign
"We went over the situation thor"The Court Surgeon,
futuro residence.
work In the state. A platform wad
oughly and are now satisfied nothing
"HIRSCH."
adopted reaffirming the Kansas- - City
can be accomplished at present."
principles.
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
"Politics will not be allowed any InAT BOILING POINT.
Rev. Herbert Blgelow. of Cincinnati,
terference In this strike," was Presiwas nominated for secretary of state.
Nomito
Republicans
Meet
only
comment.
dent Baer's
Judge William Donnelly, of Naponate a Ticket.
was nominated for supreme Judge,
leon
Comrr
Custodian
Capitol
ittee
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 3. RepublicRIOTING IN HUNGRY.
an political affairs In the Keystone
Commission.
APPLICATION GRANTED.
A State of Siege is Proclaimed in state reached the boiling point today
when both factions of the party held
Agram.
United States Court Takes the ColoAgram, Hungary, Sept. 3. Rioting meetings In this city. The union rerado Fuel Case.
SESSION OF LAND COMMISSION.
assembled
continues here today. A state of siege publicans, of
Denver, Colo., Sept. 3. The United
has been proclaimed and troops oc- in state convention in Musical Fund
States circuit court today assumed Jurcupy the squares and principal build- hall this morning and were called to
The territorial treasurer has receiv- isdiction of the suit of George F. BartM.
by
Chairman
Riter.
order
Frank
ings. The rioters sacked the houses
ed the sum of $38.23 interest on terri- lett for an Injunction to prevent the
of a number of Servians. The resi- The purpose of the convention Is to torial deposits.
stockholders of the Colorado Fuel &
dence of Captain Wilas, who yesterday name candidates for governor, lieuIron company from holding an election
shot a member of tile mob, was de- tenant governor and secretary of In- Appointment in the National Guard. of officers.
The application of tho
is
an
of
affairs.
There
talk
ternal
stroyed, and the captain and his wife
Edward J. McWennle has been ap- attorneys of John W. Gates and assointo
pointed a second lieutenant in troop A, ciates to have the case transferred
badly beaten. Many rioters were ar- effort to induce the convention
dorse Judge Pennypacker, the guber- First squadron of cavalry, vice J. W. from the district court of Colorado tr
rested.
natorial candidate of the regular re- Fleming, resigned.
the federal court was grauted by Judge
publicans, and there is also reported a
Caldwell.
ELABORATE
FLOAT.
sentiment among the delegates favor- Meeting of the Capitol Custodian ComThis Is the suit In which Judge Mul-llning the Indorsement of
mittee.
Issued rn Injunction causing an
Pattlson, the democratic candidates.
The cupitol custodian committee met Indefinite pot rponement of the annual
to
int
the
however,
Indications,
Eagles Arrange for a Display During nomination of independent candidates on Monday in the capital building, all meeting of the rompany on August 20.
the members, namely, Capt. Solomon
Edward Cggleston Dead.
for the three offices to be filled.
Spiegelberg. Solicitor General E. I..
the Fair.
Additional interest is given tho sit- Bartlett and Land Commissioner A. A.
New York. Sept. 3. Edward Eggle-stouation by the presence in the ity of Keen,
the author, died at Lake George
present.
Nothing but
the
state committeemen of the tegular routine business came before the com- today.
WILL ENTERTAIN LAVISHLY.
republioPBS. who assembled in .vcord-anc- mittee.
with the ieoe:it call of Senator
NO ELECTION.
Quay.
Speculation. Is l ife as to wheth- Meeting of the Penitentiary CommisThe Eagles are first In the field with
Legislature of Vermont Will Choose
sion.
er they are here in an endeavor to
preparations for a float for the trades make a deal with tho union convention
the New Governor.
The territorial penitentiary commisdisplay during the fair.' A committee or to balk the plans of the latter In sion held Its regular
sesWhite River Junction. Vt., Sept. 3.
of this lively order met last night and putting up an Independent state ticket. sion on Monday at the territorial peni- At 2 o'clock this afternoon 2"G of the
fair preparations were given a good
tentiary. The following were present: 2 10 towns and cities In Vermont gave
Negro Was Hanged.
start. L'nique and handsome Invita
F. H. Pierce, of I.as Vegas, president; their vote for governor as follows:
Stephens, Ark., Sept. 3. A negro Juan Navarro, of Mora; J. T. McLaugh-linn- ,
tions will be sent to the lodges of New
McCullough, republican, 31.175;
Mexico and Arizona, El Paso and Trin- named Hog Wilson was hanged near
democrat, 7,185; Clement, liof Albuquerque; I.ouis llfeld, of
idad, and it is expected to have the here yesterday by a party of men. Albuquerque; and W. H. Newcomb, of cense republican. 27.487; Sherborne,
greatest gathering in the history of the Wilson attempted criminal assault an Silver City, secretary. Routine busi- prohibition. 21.317.
order la the southwest. No effort o' a young lady who was gathering vege- ness alone was transuded.
The same towns in 1890 gave Stick
expense will be spared by the local tables.
ney, republican. 27.374; Sent r. demoDelegates to the National Prison Asso- crat. 1C.S7; all others, 1.458.
lodge in entertaining the visitors and
Democrats Defer Convention.
ciation.
the committee selected on open house
The ten missing towns In l'joo g:iv.
3.
Denver, Colo., 'Sept.
The demoduring the fair consists of Frank
lm;7 and Senter 2i2, others
appointed
Stlckney
the
Governor
has
Otero
George Neher and Frank Stur-- cratic state nominating convention
following delegates to tlie meeting of 2'i.
tohere
assembled
to
was
have
which
s.
the Natio.ml Prison association at
The figures confirm the returns of
The lodge also decided to have an day, has been postponed until nexta Philadelphia, Pa., September 13. YMvi: last nii;!it. showing that neither candisecure
elaborate float in the parade, and John week, owing to inability to
Mrs. Jefferson Reynolds. Mrs. It. J. date having the required majority of
Cuueo, J. J. Sheridan and Clarence suitable bell lor this date. Chairman l'aleu. Mrs. Giant Kivciihurg, Mrs. W. all votes east the election will be
is busy
committee,
of
state
Smith,
the
Hudson will have charge of it. It la
It. Childers, Mrs. I. H. liapp, Rev. Mary thrown in the legislature.
understood the float will be a large making arrangements for next week's J. Borden, and the Messrs. C. M.
globe surmounted by a big eagle. At gathering and says that indications Itayne. C. F. Meyer. K.
SILVER JUBILEE.
.Goodall, M.
large attendance
eaeli corner will stand a young girl point to an unusually
Cooney, W. J. Mcl'hcrsoii and J. W.
visitors.
delegates
of
and
Over a hundred Priests and Prelates
representing the four principles of trie
Fleming.
Celebrate the Day.
oiiler. The entire float will be decora
WRIGHT'S REPORT.
ted with national colors, which are
Sessions of Land Commission.
Elkhart. Ind., Sept. 3. More than
the colors of the order.
The Lulled Stales land commission 1"H prominent priests and prelates of
Conclusion of the Labor Commissioner
It is now up to the Elks and Colombo
held
its regular monthly session on the Human Catholic church gathered
on
Strike.
the
society to prepare floats for the pa-Washington, Sept. 3. The report of Monday, there being present Governor here today and helped to make memorade.
Jub-iCarroll I). Wright, commissioner of Otero, chairman ; Solicitor General able tin celebration of the silver
e of th"
Rev. Henry A. Uoeckle-mann- ,
LlewGeneral
Surveyor
strike,
and
Bartlett
coal
on
anthracite
lalKr,
the
Money.
Fight Over
priest of St. Vincent's Catholic
ellyn. Two selections of lands for the
Sept. 3. What was niaile public today.
Cape May, N.
Commissioner Wright finds there is benefit of the territorial institutions church. At nine o'clock this morning
promises to be uue of the mobt notable
was a celel ration of high mass
will contests in the legal annals of no confidence existing between the em- were made in Dona Ana county, one to there
r
Alerding, of the Ft. Wayne
by
s,
Bishop
n
and
li.'i.oiiu
in
This,
employers.
he
the
of
amount
ploye
their
up
In
and
hearing
for
New Jersey cume
the visiting c lergy
Atterward
itorial
diocese.
land
ten
of
causes
l.t'.oo.
The
chief
for
the
one
oi
is
believes,
court here today. The contest la that
guests
were
yesmeeting
entertained at
a
other
and
operators
commission also had
over the will of the late Capt. Philip the difficulties between the
leasts were report- a bin dinner in the parochial school.
He suggests It will ha terday. Thirty-siM. Wheaton, formerly of Tuckahoe, and miners.
Father Boeekh ;i,ar.u was born in
The Wheaton estate nasonable and just for operators to ed as having been returned by the secthis county.
1851.
but was
amounts to about a quarter of a mil- concede at once a nine hour day for a retary of Interior eppreved and the Hanover, Germany, in
brought to l.Ooansport, Iud., by his
lion.
The contestant is the widow, period of six months as an experiment. transfer of several pieces was
parents in 1853. At the age cf twenty
He suggests there should be organized
who was left out in the will.
ay

Pe-le-

Anti-Qua-

y

enitentiary

s

e

.

b

J-- .

four he was graduated from the Christ-IaBrother's College In St. Louis, and
from St. Vlateur's Seminary at
Grove, 111., In 1887. He was
ordained on August 13, 1887, and assigned to St. John's Church, Goshen,
Ind., remaining there until transferred
to the pastorate oi St. Vincent's
Church In this city In 1891.

n

MOSTjnOLEUT

non-unio- n

NUMBER 239

NARROWJSCAPE
President's Carriage Struck by
a Car.

Beekeepers in Session.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 3. The Nation- HE WAS BRUISED AKD SCRATCHED
al Beekeepers' association is holding
Its annual convention In Denver In
conjunction with a meeting of the One
Secret Service Officer Was
Colorado state association. Men and
women prominently engaged in the inKilled.
dustry are present from Wisconsin,
Ohio, Illinois. Minnesota, Nebraska and
other states. The sessions continue
SECRETARY CORTELYOU BRUISED.
three days, during which time many
questions relating to bee culture and
the marketing of the honey will be
Pittsfleld, Mass., Sept. S. The drag
discussed.
containing the president' party bound
Mrs. Peter Scheck and baby, Frank, from Pittsfleld to Lenox, according to
left last night for Kansas City and a message received by telephone from
other towns in Kansas. Mrs. Scheck the Country club, was hit by an electric car near there. The horses were
will be gone about two months.
killed and several of th party Injured.
The president
escaped with few
PASSENGER WRECK.
bruises, his face being badly scratched.
Secret Service Agent Craig Is reportTrain was Thrown Down a Twenty
ed killed and D. J. Pratt, driver of the
Foot Embankment.
Fort Worth, Texas, Sept. 3. The. president's coach, had his skull fracwest hound passenger train on the tured. The Injured are being brought
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe railroad to this city in ambulances.
was wrecked last night by a defective
Later reports state that Secret Serrail near Brownwood, Texas. The en- vice Agent Craig was the only one
tire train was thrown down a twenty-foo- t killed. Secretary Cortelyou is someembankment. Thirty persons were what cut and bruised. Motorman Madden and the conductor were placed unInjured.
Mrs. Kate Humphreys and Alice and der arest.
The president was accompanied by
Kate Humphreys, of Houston, were
dangerously hurt. Lee Hall, believed Governor Crane and a detachment of
to have been a captain in the Philip- Massachusetts cavalry was doing espines service, was also badly injured. cort duty. At the opera house in Dal-to- n
before leaving that town, President Roosevelt delivered an address
GENERAL SYNOD.
on the advantage accruing from good
'
Quadrennial Session of the Canadian citizenship.
.!
Church has Commenced.'
An immense crowd gathered In the
Gen- public square here. ' The
Montreal, Que., Sept.
president
eral Synod of the Church of England spoke briefly and urged his hearers to
Canada began its quadrennial session display the spirit In time' of peace
In Montreal today and will continue which the veterans exhibited In time
for ihe ne.. m.c.
ten days. Arch- of war.
t.
bishop Bond, of Montreal, presides
President Roosevelt reached here at
In place of Archbishop Machray. of Ru- 9 o'clock this morning from Dalton,
pert's Land, Primate of all Canada, where he spent the night as the guest
who Is unable to be present on account of Governor Crane., The president and
party are making the tour from Dalton
of illness.
The present meeting of the synod to Lenox In a tallybo.
will be called upon to transact the
The accident was witnessed by hunmost Important business that has ever dreds of people who liecame greatly
come before It. Efforts will be made excited. They poured Into the street
to consolidate still further tho church and surrounded the wrecked carriage
of Canada, and the delegates will be and car, shouting at the motorman and
asked to formulate a canon relating to conductor and creating a disturbance.
persons began
divorce and remarriage.
There will Almost immediately
be a thorough review of the mission- snatching away fragments of the carary work of the church, and some de- riage, in which the president had ridfinite plan will doubtless be devised den. Only by the utmost efforts did a
for concentrating the work of the force of police, which had been quickly
church in both the home and foreign summoned, prevent the entire demolition of the vehicle by souvenir huntmission fields.
ers.
,
Immediately after the accident, MoFREE TRANSPORTATION.
torman Luke J Madden aud Conductor
James Kelly were taken to police headquarters, the crowd clvlng the-a
stormy reception ca t'sy pi.;td Jong
Santa FeWill Bring the A. z::l
'
the street.
Meanwhile, Medical Examiner Col.
College Exhibit.
Colt had arrived, and, fading the body
of Craig was at the Stevens bouse,
proceeded there to perform his duty.
ADVERTISING CAR TO START.
President Roosevelt himself attended
to the mangled body of his guard.
Through the Influence of Governor
Wilkl Notified.
Otero and Hon. F. A. Hubbell, the
Washington, Sept. 3. Chief John E.
Atcliiuon,
Topeka & Sauta Fe has Wilkie. of the secret service, la In re
agreed to transport free of charge a ceipt of the following telegram:
Lenox, Mass., Sept. 3. President'
full car load of exhibits from the Me
silla Park college of Agriculture and carriage struck by electric car at 9:30
Craig kiued. Presi
Mechanic Arts to the territorial fair this morning.
TAYLOR."
and return. Mr. Hubbell handed Sec- dent unhurt.
Richard Taylor is one of the secret
retary MeCanna, of the fair association, a letter from W. B. Blddle, gen- service operatives with the president.
eral freight traffic manager for the
Windup of Trip.
Santa Fe. stating that President RipNew Haven, Conn., Sept. 3. The
ley had granted the request.
This
courtesy extended to the association scenes attending this, the last day of
Hoosevelt's New England
by the road through the request of the President
governor and Mr. Hubbell, Is to be ap- tour were but a repetition of those that
preciated, and will add considerably have marked the trip from the begintoward the success of the fair. The ning. From the time the president left
flee transportation will enable the the home of Governor Crane at Dalton
Mi silla Pa i k college to bring a live this morning until tho special train
readied this city this afternoon the
stock exhibit.
was grele"d
Seott Knight, accompanied by Thom- distiivj ished travele
as Moiriu and JerryTuiscol, will leave every "ere with genuine enthusiasm
Pittsfleld. Lenox.
tomorrow morning for the north in ad- - At s( k bridge,
veitisiiiK car No. 3. No. 3 has been Great Varrington and other ulaces
ii coratod in true circus style.
Buffalo where brief stops were made the reHill's advertising car. which was here ceptions could not have been more coryesterday, is not in it. The colors on dial ii enthusiastic than they were.
No. 3 are more gorgeous and the lithoThrown in a Heap.
graph pictures that decorate the car's
U nov, Mass., Sept. 3. A terrible acsides, lay Buffalo Bill's Rough Hitler cident' overtook the president's coach
parade In the shade. The twenty-secona short distance from Pittsfleld about
territorial fair is conspicuous. The in o'clock this morning. After a short
route to be followed by the car in its visit to the home of ex Senator Dawes,
tours of advertising has lieen publish- the president started on a long
drive
ed in a previous number of The Citi- to Ix uox. He bad not gone far when
zen.
The car. No. 3, is sidetracked an electric car ran into bis vehicle,
just north of Railroad avenue for pulc throwing everyone to the ground and
lic inspection.
badly damaging the coach. The presiThe entrance tickets for the fair dent!, received a cut on the head. Sechave arrived, I'li.oou in number. They retary Cortelyou was similarly Injured.
are similar to those used last year, being In coupon form.
tCoutinued on page five.)
he

l
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THE ALr.l QIIEHQUE DAILY CITIZEN, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
In areonlnnee with a resolution of
l
tin Bernalillo ceunty republican
cpminitt. e, adopt .d Bt a meeting
held In Albuquerque on the 1st day of
September. 1H02, a convention of republicans of the ceunty of Bernalillo Is
hereby called to meet at Judge Boich..
on south Third street
oil's ollli-city of Albuquerque on
in th"
tha 13th day of September, A. D. 1902,
t 10 o'clock a. m.. for the purpose of
delegates to the territorial republican convention, which will
be held at the city of Raton on the
Ulh day of October. 1902, for the pur-pc- :
n candidate for
3 of nominating
congress
delegate to the
of the United States.
Tho rcveral precincts will he entitle:! to the number of delertctrs set opposite each, an 1 the following precinct
chairman will call the respective primaries and preside as chairman at the

... H. H .

&:

IBrig-g-

s

PRESCRIPTION DHUO(.

Co.,.

l'ULti LINK OF

Druslitniicdlsjlslclans'SiiiiplIcSJrusscs
PROMPT

ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDI2KS

Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmany.

& McCREIGHT,

HUGHES

Publishers

Editor
Thos. Hushes
W. T. McOrclght. Mgr. and Ctty Editor
Publiched Daily and Weekly.

f re afternoon dlspstchea
City and County Circulation

ftMuciated

largest

Tha Largest New Mexico Clrculatior
largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies ol this paper may be founa
M file at aoainKton In the office ot,
E. O.
fnr apeclal correspondent,
918 F street, N. W., Washington,
it t;.
SIg-Bra-

Mexico

New

from the

Fifty-Sevent-

h

demands Statehood
Congress.

Terms of Subscription:

H 00
IMIlT, by mall, one year
S 00
Dally, by mail, Blx months
1 f0
rmllr, by mail, three momns
SO
one
mail,
month
Dally, ..jr
It
Imllf, by carrier, one month
year
per
I 00
1ff.ly,DAbyI IjYmall,
CITIZEN will be delivered
THE
low rate of 20 rents per
la the c.jr at the
or for ? cents per month, when
vfk,
atd monthly. Tl ae rates are less than
tbom of any other dally paper In the

territory.

For Deleyate to Congress
B. S. RODEY.

Albuquerque
has no prejudice
against any other town in New Mexico.

If Charley Spiess will he good we
may make him United States senator

Cor. Gold

Ave.

and First St

city liTe and the possibilities of municipal attivity, in a recent speech at
Swanr.ta. Anion:; other tnings, he

said:

"Ea h year men are more and more
engrossed in the work of their own
locality. In developing their own locality, in making that locality more use
ful, more beautiful, and a better place
for men and women to live in. Well,
I hold that that is an object worthy of
any man's ambition. There is no man
too great to serve in those capacities,
and if I could leave one grain of seed
by the roadside when I &o away this
afternoon, it would be the precept that
no man in Swansi a. however eminent
or great he may up, would neglect the
burden, the responsibilitly, and the
happiness of municipal work."
DESERVES CREDIT.
Col. ft. E. Twitehell is very

Forced to Take Big Losses!

ccn-trr.-

IHT.4

earnest

to bring about a
friendly feeling between nil the cities
of the territory. His efforts to secure
large excursions to and from various
points are very commendable. It is
his purpose to secure a very low rate
from this city to Las Vegas one week
from Sunday next and he snys"iie will
see to it that this city Is amply repaid
In the number who will come to the
fair from the City of the Meadows.
Colonel Twitchell'8 efforts during
and preceding the Kough Rider entertainment at Las Vegas three years ago
arc well remembered by everyone
throughout the territory and when he
says there will be a crowd on hand the
crowd will be there.
in IiIb endeavors

poco poco.

Thousands of dollars worth of Fall Goods coming in by
every train and no place to put them. Too big a stock
something must be done and done quick. We
OD. hand
need empty shelves and are taking terrific losses to gain
the room wo want.
Hard water is instantly softened by

Fifty-eight-

SUMMER GOOD 3 MUST GO I

GOLD DUST

Excellent for washing dishe3 and
brightening silver and glass ware.
There is nothing that equals OOLU
DUST for making all housework
.same.
easy. It is the quickest, best and
Following are the precinct numbers, most economical cleanser known.

Room must bo had and for 3 d:ys yoa can revel in a Bargain
Carnival that nevor has and never will be equalled.

Sale Begins THURSDAY MORNING at 8 o'clock

names of chairman, place of holding
Hade oily ty
primaries and the number of deleCOMPANY
FAIRBANK
THE
N.
K.
gates:
Chicago,
I.oct:3,
St. loau.
KcwYcrk.
1
Fianclfco P.r.ca, Francisco Baca,
Makcri of FAIRY SOAP.
4.

J.

2. Corralc-- s

M.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

PR0FESS!O(VAL CARCS
MINING ENGINEER.

Sandoval, school

house, C.
3, Alameda
Melqulades Martin,
V. V. CLAUK.
Fchool house, 5.
Mlnln nnd mctallurKlcal enirlnw, 108
W
4. Rio Albuquerque
Daniel Martin
t Gold avenue, ...iuiuiTU'ie, N. M.
8:eclRltlea--Rep"rti- i.
mirvrys anil map:
ez, Daniel Martinez, a.
pinna and reduction works: mines and
5, Barclas
hand mining
Ealavlo Vigil, office Jus mlnlnc InvpKtm.-ntamachinery; custom assaying anil analysis.
tice of the peace, 7.
G, Padillas
Vidal Chaves, office Jus
OSTEOPATHY.
tice of peace, 4.
Dr. Conner.
7, San Antonio
Chas. Kemp, Chns.
Pnrt ernrt'int" of Mr. A. V. Still's School
Kemp's, 2.
of C)8t oi.nthy, Klrkvlllf. Mo. Lung trou8, GrIegoE
Max EIrlch, school house, ble nnd ttll chronic dipeaaea a specialty.ana
Otlloe, WnltlnK Imililin. rooina .1
23; Automatic telephone, Ki.
9,
Rio Atrisco Severo Sanchez.
DENTISTS
school hoiipo, 4.
10, Escobcsa
J. B. Lcbario, school
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
house. 2.
30G Railroad avenue.
Office hours,
11, Pajarito J. F. Hubbell, school 8:C0 a. m. to 12:30 p. ra.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 402. Appointhouse, 3.
12, Albuquerque
A. J. Crawford, ments made by mall.
city hall, 21.
LAWYERS
12, Old Albuquerque, Nestor Monto- .
ya, court house, 6.
emard Q. Rodey
Albuquerque, N
ATTORN
14, San Ignacio, Nicolas Herrera,
M. Prompt attention given to all business
school house, 2.
pertaining to the profession. Will prac15, Casa Salazar
Pantaleon Mora tice In all courts of tho territory and
the United States land office.
school house, 1,
16, Placltas J. H. Gurule. school
Ira M. Bond
42 F street, N.
house, 2.
ATTORN
W., Washinsrton, 1 C. Pensions, lands
17, Pena Blanca
Manuel Baca, natents.
conyrlRr.cs, cavlata. letters pat
ohciol house, 7.
ent, trade marks, claims.
18, Canon de Jemez
J. B. Archuleta.
William D. Lee
Francisco M. y Romero, 2.
ATTORNTCY-AT-l.AOffice, room 1
19, Algodones O. P. Hovey, school N. T. Armljo building--.
til practice It
territory.
of
all
the
courts
the
house, 2.
20, Cuba Celso Sandoval,
school
R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY
house, 3.
M. Office, First National Bank bulldlnf
21. La Ventana E. I.. Sandoval,
chool house, 3.
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY- - i LAW. rooms I and 1
22, La Tijera J. R. Carpenter, J. R.
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M
Carpenter, 1.
E. W. Dobson
23, San Pedro Pedro Lucero, school
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice. Com
house, 2.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
24, La Bajada J. I. Dimas, school
John H. Stlngle,
house, 2.
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
25, Guadalupe J. L. Miller, school Albuquerque, N. M.
house, 2.
PHYSICIANS
26,
Albuquerque N. E. Stevens.
21.
b-J. E. Bronson
HomeoD&thlo Physician.
28, Atrisco Rafael Armljo, school
17,
Whiting Block.
Room
house, 3.
31, San Isidro Leandro Sandoval
We make the best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
Leandro Sandoval's. 1.
32, La Jara
Ramon Gutierrez made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
school house, 2.
T. Telephone No. 4K3.
33, Gonzalitos, Jose E. Romero, Gua- dQltipe Sanches, 2.
THOUSAHD3 SAVED
84, Chllill
Francisco Maldonado
Francisco Maldonado's, 4.
IS
35. Duranes
Carlos P. Chaves, Car
los P. Chaves'. 2.
37, Bland B. H. Shaw, school house For Consumption. Coughs, Colds

Cosmopolitan
Pape

Hol-com-

Mail
Orders
Promptly
Filled

U

Patterns

;

None Higher
AvtNU.

Leon B.Stern.propriltop

HERE'S A FEW OUT OF THE THOUSANDS
OF BARGAINS:
BBnnaaaaaaanaBanu
10c Outing Flannels, per yard

5c I

Ladies' S3.00 and S4.00 Walking Hats, at each
G5c
Albatross, per yard

bo-fo-

FAULTY ASSESSMENTS.
New Mexican says that some
The
county
certainly
more
had
has
Grant
appear In the assesspeculiar
than its share of disasters this year. ment rollsitems
so far received in the office
May the tide turn the other way is the
hope of the people of the whole terrl of the territorial auditor. Take the
number of sheep In five of the coun
tory.
San Miguel county, 179.1 45
ties:
sheep, assessed at a valuation of $254,- . The aluminum industry is having a
liig, healthy growth, although few of 642; Valencia, 167,357, assessed at a
of $169,662; Sierra, 14,428
us see the metal, in 1891, the nation's valuation
3.825
output was a quarter of a million sheep, valued at $19,858; Otero,county
at $3,997. Luna
pounds; In 1901 it was seven millions. sheep, valued
returns no sheep at all. It is univers
ally
believed that there are owned in
Las Cruces is arranging for a cham
Miguel
and Valencia counties
ber of commerce to work for town ad San
sheep
ancement. Las Cruces could not do easily double the number of
number
tax
on
rolls.
The
shown
the
better than to place an exhibit of fruit, for Otero county is also very small
flour, grains, vegetables and minerals
ont a single fleecy, animal is
of Dona Ana county at the territorial and
dwned in the county of Luna. Some
lair.
of New Mexico's assessment rolls
seem to be wonderfully and fearfully
The annual report of the civil ser made up.
en
shows
vice commission
that in the
tire executive service of the national
A BALD NEWSPAPER MAN.
government there are about 235,000
places. Of these 121,000 are classified Getting a New Crop of Hair, and Has
and of the rcmaluing 114,000 a little
No More Dandruff.
more than 72,000 are filled by fourth
Everybodp in the northwest knows
class postmasters.
Col. Daniel Searles, the veteran jour
nalist and publicist of Butte. January
More than 6,3o0,00i French women 10, 1900, the Colonel writes: "I used
work for their living. Most of these a couple of bottles of Newbro's Herpi- outside workers (more than 2,700,000) cide with marvelous results. The dand
are employed in forestry or agricul ruff disappeared; a new crop of hair
ture, Including women landowners. In has taken root, and the bald spot Is
rfuRtriAl rwviiimtinnR Halm nparlv 2
rapidly being covered." Herpiclde is
000,000 more, the cloister 120,000, the the only hair preparation that kills the
theater about 12.000 and the liberal dandruff germ that digs up the scalp In
professions 138,460.
scales as it burrows its way to the
root of the hair, where it destroys the
The New Mexican underrates the vitality of the hair, causing the hair
strength of H. B. Fergusson in New to fall out. Kill the dandruff germ
Mexico. It la the opinion of best post- with Herpiclde.
ed men in the territory that he is one
READING CLUB.
of the strongest men in the democratic
party in the territory, and if he conWill Study the History of
sents to be a candidate for delegate to Member
New Mexico.
congress and is nominated be will
A reading club is being organized
make a most creditable race.
here which will this year take up th'j
study of the history of New Mexico
This city should give Miss Albright Correspondence has been entered into
a crowded house at her concert. The with a number of authorities on the
young lady Is one of tho very few history. Among the members are At
famous American singers. This city torneys A. U. McMillen, O. N. Marron
la her home, and Dolly has a warm and M. E. Hlckey, Doctors I G. Cor
spot in the hearts of our people. Miss nish and W. G. Hope, Kev. T. C. Heat
Albright has devoted twelve years of tie, I'rof. A. B. Stroup, Herbert F. Kay
ber life to hard study and by excel- nobis. S. E. Newcomer, Charles W.
lence In her profession has won a most Ward.
enviable reputation in Paris and LonNo need to fear sudden attacks of
don as a prima donna.
cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrh
oca, summer complaint of any sort if
t .Among the wavy interesting achievements of human inventive senjus ac- you have Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
complished during the decade which Strawberry in the medicine chest.
bag elapsed since the world's fair at
"
Horse Thieves Caught
Chicago, and which will be seen at the
week
the Register stated that
Last
world's fair in St. Louis in 1904, there
HIggins was in the mountains
will be the wirclens telegraph, the au- Sheriff
horse thieves. Friday he return
tomobile, the dirigible balloon, the afterhavine
in charge Arch Mitchell
kI
transmission of sight by wire, the and Randolph Spencer, whom he cap
wireless telephone, and the telephon
at the Copeland water on tho
ing from railway trains and tr!ley tuied
of Capitan mountain, where
side
north
cars In motion.
they had stopped to water their stolen horses. Last Monday night three
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.
valuable animals were stolen in the
The science of municipal government ntlghborhood
of Roswell. one from
is Steadily growing in popularity as a the Medley ranch, one from N. V.
study among thinking people ia the Boraley and the other from Max
United States. It is will that ttis is
Mitchell and Spencer bad disso, for there are. Indeed, few more
appeared and were at once suspicion-ed- .
subjects that could receive our
consequently a warrant was issued
attention, lly the time we shall have for them. Sheriff HIggins divined their
succeeded in purifying the large mu- destination and fortunately for him.
nicipalities, the rest of the country they had gone by Eden valley, while
will be able to take cure of itself.
he cut straight across the country,
The cause for tbiVia not far to seek. overtaking
them Thursday morning.
The city bus assumed a place in our They had the horses, some of which
political, social and industrial life were well packed for a long journey
which can uo longer be safely ignored. but all were captured and returned to
Spencer, it is said,
Its very size aud importance in our their owners.
body politic command attention. With wad a cook at the Slaughter ranch,
bis usual perspicacity, Lord Itoselery while his pal was a farm band. Roscalled attention to the greatness of well Register.
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CCLD DUST twins do your work,"

"Let the

COUNTY

3

50c
35c
5c

All-Wo- ol

12c

Percales, per yard
10c Lawns and Batistes, per yard
Ladies' 05c White Shirt Waists, at each
Ladies' 1.50 and $2 00 Wash Skiits, at each..
15c and 20c Embroideries, per yard

Mill Ends of

"VV

T-LAW,

--

8

3c

25c I
79c I
6c

J

JIB'Bielly&Co.

.

SHAMPOO

Br

o

and all

Alternates will not be recognized
Proxies will only be recognized if
held bv citizens of the same precinct
from which delegates giving the prox
les arc elected.
Precinct primaries will be held on
the 6th day of September. 1902. Prl
marics In precincts Nos. 12, 26, 37
and 13 will beheld on said day at 7:30
o clock p. m. In all other precincts un
der this call the respective chairmen
will give public notice as early as pos
sible by a hand bill posted at some
public place and hold the primaries at
2 o'clock p. ni.
Chairmen and secretaries of the pre
cinct primaries are directed to forward
to the chairmen of the republican cen
tral committee of Bernalillo county im
mediately after holding their respect
Ive meetings a true list of the dele
gates elected, signed by the chairman
and secretary of the meeting.
Contests, if any, must be filed with
this committee not later than 8 In tho
morning of the day of holding the con
ventlon that this committee may re
port the tame to the convention.
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Chairman.
NF.STOU VONTOYA,
Secretary,
Now

f

lin.-

Pom-pom-

,

the latest fad,

at The Eevi..milst.
SULPHurt HOT SPRINGS
LINE.
STAGE
.
.
.
...... I.
t
ia an ios tne u. o. man,
uui; linn
imu .
a change of stock on route; good rigs,
JEMEZ

&

,

....a.i loavDB
........
wu.lnv Thursday and Sat
m. For particulars ad
urday at 6
dress W. I i'i inil b) u. Co., agents, Albuquerque , r J. B. BLOCK, proprie
1

.......

UUIfit

B

nU
tl

lit.
i

.

.

1

Altklinilpri

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

cures Consumption, CoukLb, Coltla
,
Asthma, Jneumoma,
Lin Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe.
Lloarseness.bore 1 hroataudW hoop
ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed

sh
feel t .
and b

-

fort

:

i'

:
.

.

It's the greatest com
v of tho aue.- - Cures an
iirn foot blisters, callous

N.

M.

25c

DANDRUFF

J. H. O'RIELLY

NO CURE. NO PAY.
tflCE 50c.and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS;
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P.. and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDCE
FE RAILWAY

& SANTA

& CO.

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
$25.00

THIRD STREET

To all points in California, Ilakersfleld
to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
on Southern Pacific lines, llakersfield,

&

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,"

and llornbrook, San Francisco, San
Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates.
Tickets on sale September 1 to October
31, 1902.
For other information, call
on or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.

AUk0r

CIGARS

S. F.

To Monterey, Cab, and return, account
meeting National Wholesale Druggists'
association. Tickets on sale September 30, October 1 and 2. Stopovers al
Final return
lowed both directions.
limit November 15, 1'j02. For other information, call on or addresss F. L.
Myers, ayent A. T. & S. F.

West Railroad Avenue.

ii3

.... Tailor.

KMIL KLE1NWORT,

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY

South Second Street,
Alhnqtierqna. ft. Mex.

The Union
Market The
West Gold Avenue.

Metropolitan

Has changed hands and Is now one
the nicest resorts In the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.
t,y-V-

1.

.

.V-

1002

1882

& Co.
Pratt
Oia brand
agents

F. G.

TRAVEL ON THE

CALIFORNIA LIMITED
AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY
AND THE UNEQUALLED

CUISINtOFTHE
DINING CAR,

iTHAT
AMERICANS

ARE PROOFS
OF THE
STATEMENT

WANT

of

1:

N. THIRD STREET

LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

'

FACTCBY.

Win. Gftesner,

2161

207

SMSKQl

MASONIC BCILULXQ.

Automatic 'phone 574

v

fresh 2nd sail Meats

STEAM
$45.00

LADILS CAN WEAR SHOES
the

OF JLEiiQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROFER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

BANK

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

-

iller nfter using Allen'i
powder to be shaken into
makes tight or new shoes
instant relief to corns

COjMIE

SHAMPOO....
SOAP

Hrout-liitis-

tor, Jell'

a

GF

THE

We also carry a full line of
Toilet Soap at your own
prices
.. ..5c TO $1.00 a CAKE. . ..

.,,-,.r-i-

one si'- Foot l".n- -'

YOUR HAIR WITH

EGG TAR

CURES

This wonderful moilicine jxisiUvt ly

WITH ATvTFLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

AND
GET

THE
S NT A

FE

oaoooooooooooaooooo

BEST

Bole
for casino and
mi
Canned Goods. Dealers in
A.
O
Four big bargains In wash O
ts. Allen's Foot Ease is
and ".-a
achand Fancy Groceries O goods. See display ad. Golden OO
Staple
FIRE INSURANCE
cei tu.n i e for sweating, hot, shoe
WM. COETTINQ A CO, Proprletoru
O Rule Dry Goods Company.
At all druggists and
ing
street.
Second
214
South
any
substi
Don t accept
stores, l.r
HUlsboro Cretmery Butter Best on
Secretary Mutual Buildlnr Usoclatlom
tute. Tria! package free by mall. Ad
All kinds of Fresa Meats bandied.
earth
Offlct
U J. j. Baidridjos lAntwr
N
Roy.
ICE."
"DIAMOND
dellTory.
dress, Al!- i' S. Olmstead, Le
Free
Baueage making a specialty.
Order ioUclted.
ft-t-

Y.

opooaoooaaopoooftooa

E. WALKER

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY

WeakLunqs

DRURY WON.

Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports
BASE BALL.

National League.
At

Philadelphia-Chic- ago

'
1
5
Philadelphia
Batteries: Williams and Kling;
and Douglass.
Second game
4
Chicago
7
Philadelphia
'
At Boston
2
Boston
5
Cincinnati
Batteries: Pittinger and Moran;
Hahn and Bergen.
Second game
4
P.oston
2
Cincinnati
Batteries: Willis and Kittredge;
rhillips and Maloney.
At New York
2
St. Louis
1
New York
Batteries: O'Nell and O'Neil;
and Bowerman.
At Brooklyn
Ib-er- g

Pittsburg

5
3

Brooklyn

Batteries: Cuchman and
Newton, Farrell and Latimer.
At

Smith;

American League.
Detroit-Det- roit
1

5
Philadelphia
Batteries: Yeager and Buelow; Wad-del- l
and Shreck.

At

Cleveland-Clevel- and

23
7

Baltimore

Batteries: Londbaum, Joss and

Be-mis-

;

Katoll and Smith.
At Chicago
2
Chicago
9
Boston
Batteries: Callahan and McFarland;
Young and Criger.
American Association.
At Columbus
Columbus
Toledo
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Louisville
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Milwaukee

3
4

3
11
3
2

Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
"Several years since my lungs were
so badly affected that I had many
hemorrhages."
writes A. M. Ake of
Wood, Ind. I took treatment with
several physicians without any benefit.
I then started to take Foley's Honey
and Tar and my lungs are now as
sound as a bullet. I recommend it In
advanced stages of lung trouble." Sold
by Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

Russell Sage cant make people believe the outlook Is bad when a base
ball specialist can command a salary
of $10,000 a year.
Communication.
Mr. Editor Allow me to speak a
few words in favor of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. If suffered for three
years with the bronchitis and could
not sleep at nights. I tried several
doctors and various patent medicines,
but could get nothing to give me any
relief until my wife got a bottle of this
valuable medicine, which has completely relieved me. W. S. Brockman, Bag-nelMo.
This remedy is for sale by
all druggists.
A

l,

o
Due Credit Deserved.

In yesterday's account of the ball
game, Lynn Shirk was given credit as
laving played second base, and accordingly given credit for some good plays
made by the second baseman, in catching a high center field fly and In taking
In a half line drive back of the first

base. Bert Vorhes,
played second, and
credit for the plays
it should have been
safe hits were made
Centrals Instead of

of Albuquerque,
should have the
mentioned. Also
stated that three
by the Santa Fe
two.

New

Keen Prixe Drill by the Guards Last
Night.
Last night a number of the guards
were put through a close drill for a
prize. M. Mandell had offered a prize
of the pick of hats in his store for the
best drilled man and the contest was
keen.
Lieutenants Charles Whiting and
Ralph Goodwin were judges, and after
long drilling James Drury was given
the prize.
On the second Tuesday in October
there will be a competitive squad drill
for prizes offered by the company

Fortune Favors a Texan.
"Having distressing pains in head,
back and stomach, and being without
Terrible plagues, those Itching, pesappetite, I began to use Dr. King's New tering diseases of the skin. Put an
Life Pills." writes W. P. Whitehead, end to misery. Doan's Ointment cures.
of Kennedale, Tex., "and soon felt like At any drug store.
a new man." Infallible In Btomaeh and
o
liver troubles. Only 25c at all drug
Narrow Escape from Drowning.
stores.
Friday evening Conductor Henry
Miller, of the Whitewater branch train
New School Building.
crew, .stepped on a loose board on
The San Antonio school district, of bridge No. 4, near Spaulding, and was
Socorro county, has voted and Issued precipitated Into the water below
the sum of $1,000 to build a new school which was about six feet deep. Forhouse. The citizens of San Antonio tunately the accident was witnessed
will add labor and material to the by others of the crew, and he was
amount cf the bonds, therefore the hauled out, after having sunk twice.
new school house will have cost the Sliver City Independent.
sum of $2,000.
The Finest Fabric
Devoured by Worms.
made by human skill is coarse comChildren often cry, not from, pain, pared with the lining of the bowels.
but from hunger, although fed abund- When this tender membrane is Irriantly. The entire trouble arises from tated we have griping pains, diarrhoea
and cholera morbus. Whatever be the
Inanition, their iood is not assimilated, cause
of the trouble, take Perry Davis'
but devoured by worms. A few doses Painkiller according to the directions
Vermifuge
will
cause
of White's Cream
with each bottle. Travelers in all clithem to cease crying and begin to mates carry Painkiller In their grip25 and 50 cents.
thrive at once, very much to the sur- sacks. Large bottles
o
prise and joy of the mother. 50 cents
Damage at Santa Rita.
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
Some damage was done at Santa
o
Rita by Friday's flood, but not nearly
Cattle Sale.
ErA cattle sale was made In Silver City as much as was at first reported.
by which Martin Mullen, J. F. White' nest's road house was partially washed
mire and J. H. Whttmore purchased all away, the waters taking the dancing
of the stock and horses owned by platform and the front part of thi
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker, building. Some small frame structhe common range of which is in the tures at Santa Rita were also damagBurro mountains and the Mangus val- ed, but the actual loss in the camp was
ley. Delivery Is to commence about small. Silver City Independent.
September 10 and to be completed be"I had kidney trouble for years,"
fore March 1 next. The price paid was writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shel-ton- ,
1b
var$15 a round. The Foraker cattle
Wash., "and the doctors could not
iously estimated at from 1.000 to 2,000 help me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure,
head and Saturday's deal includes all. and
the very first dose gave me relief
The stock will be shipped to the CaliI am cured. I cannot say too much
and
fornia market. Silver City
for Foley's Kidney Cure." Sold by
Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
Raised from the Dead.
Buildings Demolished.
C. W. Landis.
"Porter" for the
With commendable enterprise the
Oriental Hotel, Chanute, Kan., says:
"I know what it was to suffer with owners of the buildings damaged by
neuralgia deed I did, and I got a bottle last Sunday's flood have at once startof Ballard's Snow Liniment and I was ed the work of tearing them down
they will not remain an eye sor?
'raised from the dead. I tried to get
some, more, but before I had 'deposed' to the city. The damaged part of the
of my bottle, I was cured entirely, f Rosenberg building was demolished
am telln' ae truth too," 25c, 50c, and last week, and but little remains of the
The Hlnman
B. Enterprise structure.
$1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
warehouse Is meeting a like fate. The
Ruppe.
owners of damaged property who are
o
not sufficiently public spirited to InauHeydey Dance,
The members of the Heydey club oi gurate this work on their own responBelen, anticipate giving a dancing par- sibility should be made to do so immety on Saturday night at the club's diately by the city authorities. Silver
quarters. The party will be given in City ledependent.
honor of Miss Anita Gustave and J. H
Nothing Like Oil.
Becker, both of whom will leave in a
"In dealing with man, remember
few days for the east, where they will
attend school during the coming win- that a spoonful of oil will go farther
ter. The Heydey club people are royal that a gallon of vinegar." The same
entertainers and it is needless to say may be said of children. There Is
nothing so good for children as the
that the coming party will be
castor oil. However much
they may abhor It, it Is their best medCame Near Being a Cripple.
icine for disorders of the bowels. In
Josh Westhafer, of Loogootec, Ind., the more severe cases of diarrhoea
Is a poor man, but he says he would and dysentery,
however. Chamber
not be without Chamberlain's Pain Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Balm if it cost five dollars a bottle, Remedy should be given after the oil
for it saved him from being a cripple. operates, and a quick cure Is sure to
No external application is equal to this follow. For sale by all druggists.
o
liniment for stiff and swollen joints,
Territorial Fair.
contracted muscles, stiff neck, sprains
The preparations now going on for
and rheumatic and muscular pains. It
has also curred numerous cases of par- the coming territorial fair, which
tial paralysis.
It is for sale by all to begin at Albuquerque on the 14th
of October next, leave no doubt of
druggists.
the fact that it will be the most at
Wants Irrigation Franchise.
tractive and enjoyable enti '.tninment
It is said that the Socorro Invest- ever given in New Mexico.
Tj say
ment and Promotion association will nothing of the hundreds
f taking
make an applic ation to the c ity council features to be presented in t.ie are na
for a franchise to grant it the right of and in the halls, the outside exhibiway to lay irrigation pipes along the tions,
which are free to all, without
various streets and lands of the city money and without price, to b given
for the purpose of conveying water In public places under the el 'ctric
from its pumping plants for irrigation lights every evening, will be well
purposes, and also for an electric linht worth all it will cost to go from any
and power plant. The company will part of the territory.
also pump water to the east hide of the
With our present railway facilities
Kio ('.ramie to irrigate the now arid it is a "long call" from Roswell to Al.
lands of that section.
buqm rque, but this will likely lie the
at-t- i
Foley's Honey und Tar is peculiarly last chance you will ever have to
ml a territorial fair, for the next exadapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse- hibition will probably be a "state"
ness and all bronchial diseases. Re- fair. Hosweli Register.
fuse substitutes.
Sold by Alvarado
A Boys Wild Ride for Life.
Pharmacy..
With family around expecting l.im
to die, and a son riding for life, IS
Big Exhibit at the Fair.
get Dr. King's New Discovery
Press
indicate that the miles, to
Hyde Exploring Expedition will make for consumption, cough and colds, W.
another grand display at the Albuquer- H. Brown, of I.tesville, Ind., endured
que fair, rivaling their (Tort of last death's agonies from asthma, but this
season. In all its lines and as a money wonderful medicine pave instant relief
1
bringer to San Juan county, the Hyde and soon cured him. He writes:
"
company is entitled to the first place. now sleep soundly every night. Like
No other institution has ever done as marvelous cures of consumption, pneumuch to develop the county, nor to di- monia, bronchitis, coughs, colds and
rect the attention of the outside world grip prove its matchless merit for all
to its resources. Organized as a scien- throat and lung troubles. Guaranteed
Trial bottles
tific expedition, its fi' ld was not a mer- bottles one and $l.no.
cantile or commercial one, but it grad- free at all drug stores.
ually drifted into the latter and in it
Water Consumers.
has since remained. Its owners have
Water tax is due, payable between
been free with their money, and the 1st and 5th of month, at olfice of under
rtsult of the entering of this company signed.
has been much substantial improveWATER Sl'PPLY CO.
ment for the county anil more particuo
larly for the town of Farmington. That
Please Don't
(
Faimington has been assisted by the forget the day the day that will bo
advent of the Hyde company, all are memorable the day when summer
bound to concede, and we have heard merchandise will be baptized In next
no kicking about, cither. San Juan to nothing prices Thursday, SeptemCounty Index.
ber 4. Lion Store.
-

Family cares and duties do not weigh
down the well woman, and the children
are never in her way. But when the
womanly health fails, and there is a constant struggle with weakness and pain,
household duties are a burden almost
learing, anil children are a
Jiast annoyance and worry.
Weak women are made strong and
sick women are made well by the use of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
stablislies regularity, dries disagreeable
drains, heals inflammation ami ulceration and cuies female weakness.
Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
Fierce by letter free. All correspondence
Strictly prnute and sacredlv confidential.
Address Dr. R. V. Jierce, 'Buffalo, N. Y.

"I had bern ailintr ttne time, troubled witn
female weaknei. "write. Mm. Wm. H Johnaon,
of Avomlale. Cheater Co.. l a. "Every month I
would have to lie on my luck. I tried many
diflcreut medicine;, and nothing nave me relief
uing two
Until I bejtan Pr. 1'itrce medicine.
Lottie of Favorite I'reacriptlnu ' and two of
These medicine
'Golden Medical Discovery.'
have cured me. When 1 began your treatment
J waa not able to do very much, but now I do
Ihe work lor my family of uiue. and feel better
y
than I nave for a year. I thank you,
jctor, from the bottom of my heart, for well
Io 1 know that you are the one who cured me."
" Favorite Prescription " has the testimony of thousands of women to its com-

plete cure of womanly diseases. Do not
accept an uuknown and unproved sub6
stitute in its place.
iVr. Iierce s Pleasant TelleU are the
best laxative for family use.
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Inherited, perhaps.

ourfamily formanyyears. for throat
and lung troubles it always helps."
Frank Ropers, Greenwood Wis.
In

00.

J. C. AVER

CO..

Lowell, Mass.

Institute Work.
This morning Dr. W. G. Hope addressed the city teachers' institute on
"The Hygiene of the School Room."
The county Institute was addressed by
Prof. A. B. Stroup. Prof. A. Montoya,
Dr. Tight and M. E. Hickey.
Certain Cure for Dysentery and
Diarrhoea.
" Some years ago I was one of a
party that Intended making a long
bicycle trip," says F. L. Taylor, of New
Albany, Bradford County, Ta. "I was
taken suddenly with diarrhoea, and
was about to give up the trip, when
editor Ward, of the Laceyville Messenger, suggested that I take a dose of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I purchased a bottle
and took two doses, one before starting
and one on the route. I made the
trip successfully, and never felt any
ill effect. Again last summer I was
almost completely run down with an
attack of dysentery. I bought a bottle
of this same remedy, and this time
one dose cured me." For sale by all
druggists.
A

Ladies' wash linen skirt and suit at
less than
former price at The
Attend final wlndup sale of summer
goods at The Economist.
A

Subscribe tor The Daily Citizen.
CONTRAST IN LAUNDRY WORK

THE ECONOMISE

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

Nat-

ural tendency to take cold.
Possibly a case or two of consumption in the family. Then
don't neglect your coughs
and colds. Heal your throat
and strengthen your lungs
with Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
Ask your doctor if he can
give you better advice.
" We have had Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
lie. SOc. II

THE ECONOMIST

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Shoes, Clothing or Cf
rles But Everything In the
',ods Line.
Dr
(
H- - is.
Agents for McCal'
All Patterns 10 and 15 eta
Mail Orders Solicited
d Filled Sams Day as Received.
No

Final WindUp Sale of
Summer Goods
THE CLIMAX OF BARGAIN GIVING.

PRICES ON ALL SUMMER

DUCED AND STILL AGAIN AND AGAIN REDUCED TILL THERE

BETWEEN PRESENT AND ORIGINAL PRICES.

Ladies' Dressing Sacques

Ladies' Wash Skirts

All we have in stock made of nice,

nr

sheer lawns and madras, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, sold up CC

DUC

to $1.00, only

WASH SUITS
We have divided our stock of wash and linen

Lot
only

shirt waists Into two lots:

Pink and blue chambray, trimmed with band of same goods, worth

1

0K00000000
HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.

M

X

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE

6

FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

9

PLAN.
S
Q

$3.50.....

H'75

Lot 2 Pink and blue chambray suits, trimmed with lace and embroidery Insertion, also all our linen
suits, trimmed with bands and linen collars, cold up to 6.00
C
only

32.QO

Ladies' White Shirt Waists

Wrappers

Lots 3 and 4, made of nice sheer India Llnon, trimmed with
lace or embroidery Insertion, sold up to $1.25,
5

and

6,

sold up to $2.00,

7T-on- ly

Ladies' Shirt Waists

Back of Postoffice.

jq
OC

All our 75 cent and 85 cent wash skirts,
reduced to
p
Lets 2 and 3 All our wash and linen skirts, selling
jr-uto $1.75, only
DC
Lots 4 and 5 White pique and linen skirts, sold up to tf
$4.00, only
.$lil3
Lot 6 White pique and linen skirts, sold up to $5.50, frl Qfl
only
.$liuU

and Kimonas

Lots 7, 8, 9 and 10, consist of silk, linen, batistes, linen with
embroiderd dotts, wash silk waist and all our finestwhite
TC
IJ
waists, sold up to $6.50, only

Imperial Laundry

IreAD

THEM:

Lots

an exquisite and perfectly laundered
shirt, collars and cuffs walking down
Railroad avenue, that have the proper
color and lustre, you may know they
were done up at the Imperial Laundry.

RE-

IS AN IMMENSE DISCREPANCY

FOLLOWING ITEMS TELL THE STORY.

50c

is noticeable in the way different laundries do up your linen. When you see

MERCHANDISE HAVE BEEN

and
to $2.25, only
5

6,

waists sold up

Petticoats
Made of lawn and madras, good
quality, well worth up to $1, CfY,
your choice
DvC

Laces, Embroideries, etc.

Our entire stock of ladies colored
shirt waists divided Into two lots, noth
ing reserved. Lots 3 and 4,
Tfl
waists sold up to $1.25, only.. DUC
Lots

Made of lawn, mr.dras. percales.
trimmed with lace or embroidery, made
well and full in size, worth up .frl fin
OltUU
to $2.00, your choice

All our short pieces of edging and Insertions have been put on
the remnant counter and will be sold at one half their former
.
..;
price
, ..

,

Our entire stock of lawn, divided into two lots:
Lot 1 Sold up to 20 cents,

5

"'y
Lot 2 Includes all our better lawn wash goods,
sold up to 60 cents, only

DC

;..IOC

Ladies' Black and Colored Dress Skirts
All our lined and unlined lightweight wool skirts, made of mistrel cloth, bunting, canvas cloth, cheviots,
trimmed with satin and taffeta, worth from $3 to $15, will be sold at a discount of 25 per cent

THE ECONOMIS1

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

0Oe0Oexe0COO0000oe
The richest products of the world's best manufacturers in Boys' Clothinghigh rcrade materials ?u
low cost. Why not bring your boy here and purchase him an entirely new outf it for school opening?
OOC)OOOOOOOOC)OOOOOOOCOOOOC)Q

OOOOCOGOCOOOOCCOCOOO

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

0OOOiO8OIOSOOt0Ot
Railroad Time Tables

u

o

MM

o
73

(Iu Effect June 1, 1:U2.)
ARRI E FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California E xpre.s.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & t'al. Express. . 10:05 p.m.
10:51) a.m.
No. 3, California Limited
LEAVH GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p. m'.
No. S, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22. Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No.27,Mexleo Express
11:00pm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
N". 3, California Limited
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. . 10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
No. J arrives Thins. lay and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fridays.
Local freight No. 'j'J. going south,
carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS. Agent

c

r

a

1

""XXXOOOOCOOOOCXXDOO

Youth Suits ages 13 to 20 in blacks,
blues and cheviot fancies in two button,
double breasted, single breasted, military
and regular cut a large variety $8.00
to $18.00
Dunlap $5.00 Hats Hawes $3.00
Hats; Nelson $3.50 Shoes;
Suits Made to Order.

X

1

8

ft

Boys' Single andJDouble Breasted Knee
Suits,
from $3.00 to $7.00.
Boys' Shirts, Boys' Caps, Boys' Knee
Pants, Boys' Shoes, Boys' Hats, Boys'
Gloves, Boys' Hose all these things at

n. ilANDELL t
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Yhcn yon are InR but routine business . was transC8'
CLASSIFIED ADS.
nervous, sleep- - acted.
less
easily
and
toA
rumor na, bcen circulated here
The Drummer Evangelist Vill Begin
All classified advertisements
Note
- Vcsr, ury
s day that
Tomorrow Night.
, .. Service
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
""'I'Rny
had
Beginning Thursday n'.ght the drum4
lew dosesof the
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
City Council Says Where They Shall
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
Hitters. It will parties. The rumor la credited to a any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
mer evangelist wlir preach every eve'
Mr.
source
but
authentic,
which
to
restore
seems
proper
In
Insure
to
vior
order
classification
at
ning
Highlanrl
Placed.'.
elinrch
be
Methodist
the
,
the system, pro- -' Condon, the manager, says ho has all "liners" should be left at this ofuntil the 17th lnr.t.The" fol!wigr4
mote so u n i heard nothing of the matter.
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
a few of C.ie comments made upon the
J sleep and abs.'
Misa Mangle Frank left today for
press.
by
In
man
and
his
work
the
TAGS.
WEAR
jMiitely ure
ALL DOCS MUST
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Denver, where she will resume her
places where ho has held services:
si ick Headache,
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
academy.
studies
at
tho
Loretto
bilhousncss,
"He plays quite neatly upon comMrs. Friedman entertained the Heindigestion,
gosspreading
In
night
phrases
it
mercial
selected
the
last
city
count
The
STOMACH
Dyspepsia
brew Ladies' Whist club this after- On FURNITURE, PIANOS, HORSES
Both Phones In Our Office
201 211 North Second Street.
as the locations of the new electric pel." Amciican Commercial Traveler,
and Malaria.
noon.
AND OTHER CHATTELS, as low as
City.
New
York
Iry it.
lights tho intersections of tfce followMrs. F. II. Schultz departed this $10; as high as $2n0. They are quickwere plainly
"His descriptions
ing streets:
afternoon for Chattanooga to attend ly made and strictly private. Time:
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
vivid."
First street and Railrood avenue.
the meeting of the ladies' auxiliary to 1 month to 1 year is given. A quick
"He Is one of the Nineteenth century
US VEGAS.
WIDE AWAKE.
First street and Copper avenue.
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- loan is often a necessity you don't
says Is
he
What
drunkards.
reformed
men, which meets there in annual ses- care to trouble your friends and would
First street ar.d Marquette avenue. on a new line." Daily Spy, Worcester,
Second ntre t and Coal avenue.
sion.
meat buyers in Albuquerque waste no
rather be Independent, still the cost
Mass.
V. D. Sweany, one of tho Santa Fe's must not be too large. Goods to reSecond street and Railroad avenue.
time In looking for the right place to
Is a master hand in Incidents and Accidents of iha Day
"Mr.
Williams
Third street nnd Pa a avenue.
best engineers, left today with his wife, main in your possession; OUR RATES
the mixture of th ludicrous and the
do their marketing
they know all
Fourth tticet and Copper avenue.
for Denver, where he will enjoy an ex- are reasonable. Call and see us before
Briefly Told,
oratorical
worked
He
the
serious.
it
about
already.
If
a newcomer
you're
avenue.
New
York
street and
. Third
tended vacation.
borrowing.
pendulum betwixt laughter tnd tears."
town,
you
in
needn't
look
come
for
tomorrow
either
Willie
Fourth Etrcet and Marquette avenue.
will
leave
Frank
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Pawtuckct (It. 1.) Dally Post.
Roawell, where he will resume his
Tenth street and Railroad avenue.
and see us. Some fine beef this week
" The Last Romp With the Tiger' is
UNIVERSITY FALL TERM.
NORMAL
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
TwcKth Etrert r.nd Railroad avenue. great." Ram's Horn, Chicago, 111.
str.dies In the military Institute.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant building,
at low prices.
Broadway and Coal avenue.
Mrs. S. E. Norton, who has been
303 West Railroad avenue.
since
temperance
"No
lecturer
visiting Mrs. Jennie Payne here, reArno street and Highland avenue.
Gough, portrayed the effects of the Special Correspondence.
Arno street and Gold avenue.
LOST.
I. as Vesas.
pathetic effect."
N. M., Sept. 2. Tho turned today with her grandson to her
with
such
drink
habit
Edith street jhnd Carroll avenue.'
many friends of Arthur Ii. Armstrong home in Nickerson, Kan.
(Mass.) Daily Sun.
Lady's pockctbook containing
LOST
Attleboro
"Walter street and Gold avenue.
Kred Sihultz left today for Chicago,
$20 in gold, $15 paper, and some
ll3
"His hlBtory. as given by himself were turprioed to learn today that he
Hill street and Railroad avenue.
enough to startle the most moder had been quietly married yesterday at wliero he will enter one of the correchange. Finder will be liberally re
was
avenue.
and
Fruit
street
spondence
Bclioola.
Fourth
warded. Return to Citizen office.
ate drinker and cause him never to noon, to Mr3. E. F. Stone. He had just
Fourth street and MarMe avenue.
Miss Eirie Phillips, a daughter of
Age Herald, Bir received his aeation
M. Green- drink."
at
take
another
Fifth street and Coal avenue.
THE MODERN METHOD
FOR RENT.
mingham, Ala.
berger's, where he Is employed, and Mis. L. S. Phillips, who has been
Fifth street and Tijeras nvenue.
Invite staitfd off right by taking to himself spending the last two years with her
A crodial welcome to all.
of sleeping furniture calls for separate'
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
Seventh street and Railroad avenue. your friends to go with you.
El Porvenir to sister at Meriden, Kan., today ieturnc-to
him
a
with
wife
and
bedsteads. Of course we have these f.
Eighth street and New York avenue.
room with alcove and bath, In priMrs. Stone is home to Las Vegas.
honeymoon.
enjoy
a
brass, enamel and fine assortment
In
vate family, suitable for lady or gen
A petition from property ownerrs on
Col. R. ,E. Twitchell left today for
Avoid serious results of kidney or well known here, having kept a lioard- the
Inquire at No. 315 West trimmed. Naturally they are ofcomCopper avenue, asking that sidewalks bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid ng house for some time, though for Santa Fe to attend couit. He said
tleman.
they're
clean,
style;
they're
lateBt
Third
yet show 'em" when they came
Lead avenue.
ney Cure. Sold by Alvarado Phar the
be laid from First street to
finst two months she has been at "we'd
fortable. Once tried, you would never
street was referred to the committee macy.
Springs. She arrived here up to Veas for that return game of FOR RENT Nicely furnished front go back to mahogany. May we show
Colorado
on streets and grades.
room with alcove and bath; suitable you our latest?
Saturday and the marriage too': place ball.
See our felt, silk
A petition from the advance agent of
MILE A MINUTE.
Herr Dr. Abramczyk, a relative of
for lady or gentleman. Inquire at floss mattresses. They are the latest
groom
ncor.,
yesterday
Wide
ct
the
and
Buffalo Bill's show, asking for a spe
No, 315 West Lead avenue.
taking dinner at Duval's before leaving Colonel Brunswick, arrived here today
and the best.
clal license for the show was denied, Mrs. Drake Hurrying to a Dying Hus for Pcrvcnir.
from Berlin, Germany, for a visit.
house and
RENT Five-rooFOR
wedding
place
The
took
city
In
needs
Denver.
thinks
the
council
band
as the
Mrs. B. r Dodse and baby today re
bath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.
at the home of R. 11. Hoffman, on
the money as much as the show.
About 3 o'clock this morning an en Sixth street, which Is the property of turned from her visit home at
Co.
RENT Furnished rooms with
FOR
It was also decided to do away with gine with two cars attached passed Mrs. Armstrong and where Mr. Arm- bath. Enquire No. B13 West Fruit
I
.
..
I
.(...
as
t
now
nnnniinl
cat.
service,
cart
the
in
garbage
End
Viaduct
West
of the
the
T. W. Collier,
al
avenue.
"'strong has been rooming. The couple Capt.Range,
city is under no contract for Its use. speeu, uounti lor treuvti. jh uuaiu
passed through here to- FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
Raton
congratulations
hearty
have
the
and
The regular teams and wagons will be was Mrs. Drake, of Denver, wuo was good wishes of their friends, even If day, en route home from Alamogordo,
Arno. Wm. Kleke.
used and the expense of the extra man hurrying as fast as steam could carry they were not taken into the secret at where he hud an operation performed. FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms for house keeping. 213 South OCOOXXXXXXOOOOCXX
mnd team saved.
her to the bedside of a seriously 111 first.
He was much Improved In health.
Third street.
Dogs were considered and it was de husband.
24
for
the
temperature
record
The
The St. Louis Republic of a few Sun
FOR RENT Furnished room in priC
cided a duly licensed dog must wear
eve
Mrs. Drake had been spending the day's ago contained a half-tonyesterday
o'clock
at
ended
vate family, with bath. 616 north
picture hours
his tag. The city poundmaster will in summer In California and was on her of Miss Nellie Stern, of this city, and ning was: Maximum, 77; minimum.
Second street.
per
20
of
all
2.
passenger
No.
cent
way
At Win
home on
the future be allowed
53; mean, 65. The mean humidity was
DRUGGIST
Stern,
Nellie
underneath
said:
"Miss
dog licenses collected.
FOR SALE.
slow the lady received a telegram stat
76, and a precipitation of 0.29 of an
Vegas,
spending
Is
of
Las
who
the
The city marshal presented his re-- j ing that her husband was dying. She
St. Louis friends. inch was recorded.
port for the month of August as fol- Immediately made arrangements for a summer visiting
Miss FOR SALE Well paying confectionMrs. II. Ilfeld and daughter,
Is
Miss
an
ery store In good location. Party
brunette
Stern
attractive
of
cost
special train to Denver at a
lows:
Mrs.
Ilfe'.d's
Spiegelherg,
S.
Jessie,
and
leaving town. Address Y. Z., Citi100 $1,000, which was cheerfully agreed to and an accomplished muBleian."
Number of arrests
tomorrow
here
expected
father,
are
zen office.
George De.gner . returned this after
in
199 The tracks were cleared and the train
Meals served . . k
to re from Santa Fe to make their future FOR SALE Several beatitul homes
noon
Raton
from
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home
at
a
of
rate
through
the
here
passed
at
of
......$505
corner
Fines collected
cottage
at
the
The
bargains
home.
are
lots.
city
These
and
sume his Btudies at the university
The report of TTTe city clerk showed mile a minute.
Tweltth and National avenues Is being
and must be seen to ba appreciated.
here.
Ko trouble to show property.
See
licenses collected to the sum of $1,034.
'i
ready for their occutoday
furnished
Henry
use
you
complexion
was
good
Shaw
Ros
to
leave
for
If
desire a
Jno. W. McQuade.
Of this amount the dog lax department Mokl
pancy.
acts
nero
purt.
drink.
It
a
well today, but was prevented on ac
brought in $304, which goes to show on theTea.
Constable Teodora Mares, of pre
liver and makes the skin smooth
WANTED.
of his taking sick.
that the present poundmaster is doing and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c count
cinct 26, has resigned, and Fabian
C.
L.
Mrs.
Butcher,
of
Professor
wife
nd BOc Money refunded If it does not
recomIs
his duty according to the law.
precinct,
WANTED Hustler to sell machines cooooocoocoouoooc
of the same
of the Normal, returned toThe city treasurer reported the bal- atlsfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker & Butcher,
and collect; good inducements. 219
position.
for
mended
the
Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J day from Raton to make her home
Gold avenue.
ance in the city treasury on Septem- io.,
The school directors in district No. 4
& Co., and B. H. Brlggs
O'Rlelly
winter.
here
for
the
I.
ber 1 was $0,163.28.
held a meeting last night and made up WANTED Work by the hour, day or
Co.
who
children,
Louie
and
Mrs.
Ilfeld
Plumbing Inspector E. B. Crlsty re
regulations
o
for the
week; sweeping, dusting, or scrubhave been spending Beveral weeks some rules and
ported the city ' plumbing establish
did not appoint the
year,
coming
but
bing. Call at the Minneapolis house.
NEW LIVERY STABLE.
Albu
to
today
here,
home
returned
ments as conducting their operations
teachers. This will be done In a few WANTED Some more carpenters. W
querque.
according to law.
L. E. Carey Has Moved on to Silver
11. Gllman.
L. Webber and family returned to days.
The city attorney reported regard
Avenue.
The examinations of the teachers WANTED Nurse girl at 623 Copper
111. Mr.
Rushville,
day
to
at
home
their
ing the porch on the Armljo building
L. E. Carey, Is the proprietor of the Webber has been here for the past resumed at the court house this mornavenue, .urs. David Welnmann.
- at Silver avenue and Second street,
new livery, feed and sale stable on eight months for the benefit of his ing will continue the re6t of the week,
WANTED Woman to do housework.
That the city had power to deter, Silver avenue, between First and Sec son's health, and he returns much Im until all ate through.'
Enquire at No. 1023 West Railroad
mine the extent to which sidewalks ond streets. Mr. Carey bought the proved.
Lingering Summer Colds.
avenue.
may be obstructed or encroached up Btable formerly owned by J. W. Ward.
Juan Bruno, who had an operation
Don't let a cold run at this season.
on; that by ordinance No. 37 It had so lecated at the corner of Third street
A dining room girl. Mrs.
performed for appendicitis some time Summer colds are the hardest kind to WANTED
303 South First street.
determined; that said porch had been and Gold avenue, but after running ago,
Meyers,
convalescing nicely, anu win cure and if neglected may ljnger along
rebuilt In violation of that ordinance; that for a short time found that it did soon is
WANTED A TRUSTWORTHY GEN- be able to sit up.
for months. A long siege like this
that therefore the porch might be abat- not fill the requirements of his trade Herman
tleman or lady In each county to
who
been
has
l'carlstcin,
ed as a public nuisance; also that any and to enlarge It was necessary to clerkirg in the city for the past five will pull down the strongest constitumanage business for an old estabtion. One Minute Cough Cure will
adjoining property owner specially in- move to another location. The new years,
lished house of solid financial standposition
a
present
holds
at
and
acSafe,
once.
up
might
an
maintain
the attack at
jured thereby
ing. A straight, bona fide weekly
Is equipped with a nice lot of with Stern & Nahm, will leave Las break
stable
sure, acts at once. Cures coughs, colds,
tion to abate such nuisance. The re- horses and some good rigs.
salary of 18 paid by check each
poaccept
Vegas
a
15th
about
and
the
croup, bronchitis, all throat and lung
port was received and filed, but no fur.
Wednesday with all expenses direct
Mr. Carey was compelled to leave sition at Tucumcarl, with M. B.
troubles. Tho children like it. B. H.
thcr action was taken.
Money advanfrom headquarters.
his home at Independence, Kansas
Ui iggs & Co. and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Electrical Inspector Hotelling com- and come to Albuquerque on account
Manager, 310
ced for expenses.
good
re
Gallogos,
Hon.
the
Roman
o
plained that the Electric Light com- of his wife's health.
Caxton Building, Chicago.
Albright's.
publican
county
from
commissioner
Tickets for Miss Claude
pany has been putting in connection
WANTED Gents- - good second hand
San Jose, came In yesterday to attend concert will he on sale Friday morning
clothing, shoes and hats, 615 South
without first securing the permit re- A New Jersey Editor's Testimonial
the meeting today of the
of this week at Matson's, Railroad
First street Call or address R. J.
quired by law. He also said he had
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philips
Sweeney.
not been notified promptly. The super- burg N. J. Daily Post, writes: "I have
o
Five young men from Ber
A. J. Wertz, who was injured at the
WANTED
company
from
differed
of
the
intendent
used many kinds of medicines for shops, was able to be up town today to
Lemon sherbert, vanilla and choco
nalillo county at once to prepare for
as
him but Alderman McMillan acted
coughs and colds in my, family but
positions in the government service.
late In creams. Delaney's.
mediator and the mayor ordered the never anything so good as Foley's nave the stitches taken from the
Corres. Inst,
Apply to Inter-Stato
on
wound
face.
his
Cedar Rapids, la.
ordinance enforced in the future.
say too
The price drop has struck rock bot
I cannot
Honey and Tar.
at
Theodore Chacon is back at work
tom, a bomb has been thjown Intc
The petition for an extension of the much in praise of it. Sold by Alvarado
Ufeld's, after a week's vacation.
MISCELLANEOUS.
prices and shattered them to frag
aewer main in the district bounded by Pharmacy.
Miss Seekins and friend came down ments. Summer merchandise Is shorn
Sixth and Eighth Btreets and Roma
o
gold and silver novelties
DIAMONDS,
evening
The
Raton.
from
yesterday
Coming Events.
of profits and of big chunks of the or, and Perfeeto avenues was denied. The
factory prices. Write for illusat
young
Normal
will
the
ladles
attend
morning
fun
Thursday
the
Coiginal
cost.
dance
a
of
petition for the abatement
September 9 Grand concert at
trated catalogue sent free of charge.
here this winter.
commences. Lion store.
ball on North Broadway as a nuisance lonio hall by Miss Claude Albright.
Money refunded If purchase does not
soon
for
leaves
Schmidt
J.
Mrs.
J.
o
"was tabled as an officer baa been de
October 3 Buffalo Bill's Wild West
Native and Chicago Lumber.
meet with your approval. ManhatDepartment
Boys'
will then return
trip
Our
for
east
a
the
and
M.
hall.
watch
to
Albuquerque,
N.
show,
the
tailed
39
37
Maiden
Co.,
and
Diamond
tan
The grievance committee had two or
Territorial fair. Al to Denver, where ahe will spend the Is especially prepared to fit out your
Oetoler
Sherwin-Willia- ms
c
Lane, New York.
winter.
Many articles have
boy in clothing.
three matters up. Residents of the buquerque, N. M.
PLASTKH
BLINDS.
DOORS.
I
8
ASH.
LongWears
today.
Beet
Looks
Sari)
Covers
Morel
sick
on
is
list
Landis
the
Just arrived, making our boys' depart
Highlands complain of wSeehnen and
I have $5,000 to loan on improved
October 3" Sousa's band, Colomlm
JVH. Schults is in the Meadow City ment the largest In the city. Special city property. John II. Stingle, room est I Most Economical I Full Measure ILLVK, GEMKKT. GLASS, PAINT, JCtf
women using the sidewalks 'instead of hall, AlbuqueYque, N. M.'
today seeing friends and acquaint reductions this week on suits, shoes, 9. Cromwell block.
First Street and Lead Aveaue, Albuquerque.
the street and a warning is sounded
ances. He halls from the territorial hats and shirts. Simon Stern, Rail
21 Years a Dyyspeptec
o
Attention was called to the high rails
Notice to Fruit Buyers.
road Avenue Clothier.
R. H. Foster. 318 S. 2nd., Salt Lake capital.
and outstanding ties of the street rail
There were 661 books taken out of
Ladles who wish to have fine Jellies,
City,
believed
writes: "I have been bothered
way track. Tho committee
Cold Storage.
library last month, and 654
preserves or canned fruit for winter,
them to be dangerous and Instances with dyspepsia or indigestion for 21 the public Not
Having completed our extensive ice should not fail to order now. Peaches,
a bad number for the
were cited where rubber tires have years; tried many doctors without re- visitors.
11
plant, we have plenty of cold storage pears, plums, nectarines, apples, etc.,
been split by them. The city attorney lief; recently I got a bottle of Herbine size and accommodations of the
room and are ready for orders from from the J. Felipe Hubbell fruit ranch
brary.
taper
I
me,
now
am
was authorized to Investigate and take One bottle cured
those desiring cold storage. We can wagons. By dropping a postal to Pa- days
a
ten
today
for
H.
left
L.
Hall
ing off on the second. I have recom
such action as may be necessary.
give any desired temperature from 50 jarito, we will call for your orders, or
will
combine
He
Colorado.
sojourn
in
The council decided It would be un- mended it to my friends; it is curing
degrees to freezing.
Southwestern if you prefer, drive down to Pajarito
considerable
with
a
business
little
Cosmopolitan
50
cents
at
too."
wise to repeal the license ordinance them
Brewery and ce company.
pleasure.
and see the beautiful Hubbell fruit
aa it has the power to grant a special Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
o
your fruit from tne
The Normal did not open until to
Fancy work materials, fine yarns at ranch and buy
license.
day.
trees.
Offices.
New
Postal
of
Mrs.
Wilson's.
Bpoke
matter
of
Moore
M.
J.
the
o
The attendance at the schools yeso
The telegraph Hue on the El Paso ft
opening SevenTU street from MarThursday, September 4, is the da;
conlight,
was
terday
was
and
Meeting.
rather
completed
Precinct
railway
was
quette avenue to Tijeras road. Mr. Southwestern
when we start a veritable house clean-inslderably Increased today
Old Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 1, PJ02.
Moore was advised to secure the deed- yesterday, giving the Postal Telegraph
to make room for fall goods alwas
W.
R.
In
taken
given
Steadman
Mrs.
that
Notice Is hereby
con' ready knocking at the door. Lion
ing of the necessary ground to the city company new offices at the following
suddenly ill this morning and had to formity with the call of the county reand the street committee will report at points: l)eming, Hermanosa, Hachita, hava medical
attention.
publican central committee a meeting Store.
Animas, Rodeo, Pernardino, Ariz.;
the next meeting.
ship
company
Agua
are
Pura
The
of
the republican electors of Old AlbuDouglas, Ariz.; Naco. Don Louis, Lewis
Springs, Fairhank, Benson and Eisbee, ping ten to twelve cars of ice to I a querque, N. SI., will be held at the
VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS,
court house on Saturday, the 6th day
Junta daily.
Alz.
Edward Ashley left last night for of September, 1902, for the purpose of
of suffering from indigestion if you eat
AND
'MTirmrici's HARNESS, SADDLES
For a bad taste lit the mouth take Nebraska to see his wife. He received selecting 6 delegates to represent said
what you want, or of starving yourself
to avoid such distress! Acker's Dys- Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab a telegram saying she was seriously precinct 13 at the county convention
pepsia Tablets taken after eating will lets. For tale by all druggists.
LOCATABLE ON ANY NON-TIill, and not expected to live.
to be held at the Court House on Sep BERED,
'fXlE OIL. .MABMeiS; AND' TOP
digest your food perfectly and free
SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
.
o
S.
selecting
J.
A.
Spies
purpose
and
Charles
of
13,
Hons.
tember
for
the
DRESSING,
ARI
you from all the disagreeable sympCALIFORNIA,
IN
SOUTHERN
secompany
has
The Wbltson Music
toms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat cured the agency for the Chlckering Clark returned yesterday from Santa delegates to the republican territorial ZONA OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
HORSE SHOEING AND CAB-- .
what you want at any time and take an pianos. We have received our first Fe. Mr. Spiess loft this afternoon for convention which will be held at Raton SIZED 1 RACT8 FROM 40 ACRES UP'
Positively
READY FOR IM
Clayton
court.
Acker Ublet afterward.
PAPERS
on October 10, proximo. All in sym WARDS.
to
attend
RIAGE REPAIRING.
SENT TO
guaranteed. Your money will always shipment. Musicians are invited to
H. Pierce returned last night pathy with republican principles are MEDIATE LOCATION.
F.
Checkering
be refunded if yon are not satisfied. call and see the genuine
ANY BANK C. O. D. PRICE RE.
from bis trip to Santa Fe to attend the requested to attend.
DUCED.
F. A. HYDE. 415 MONT
Write to us for a tree sample. W. H. piano.
peniMONTOYA,
meeting
of
yesterday
there
NESTOR
the
GOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCIS
Hooker tt. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H.
' '
nothtentiary
Chairman.
board.
Pierce
said
Mr.
Precinct
...
"DIAMOND ICE."
O'ftlelly ft Co., and B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
CO, CAL.
NEW

GIH

LIGHTS,

EVANGELIST

!

SERVICES.

-

0. W.

ffij;1

STRONG & SONS,

j

Marble and Qrariite' Monuments:

HONEY TO LOAN

Wm. Farr,

Futrelle Furniture

'"'"V1"'
V.

if

--

GEORGE B. WILLIAMS,

e

117 West Railroad Avenue.

Twenty years experience prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.

Colorado 'Phone 63

Auto. 'Phone 458

Gal-lego-

ROOFS
LEAKY
Painted by Impervious Painted.
Borradaile & Co.

e

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Paint Buildinj PaperAV--

14-1-

1

Top Buggies for $58, $60

and $64 Special Sale This Week....

--

What Is the Use

--

Forest Reserve
Script

SAD-DLER-

mm,

,

J.

Korber.&
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NARROW

Albuquerque Hardware Company

ESCAPE

(Concluded from page one!)

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

niNERS
.1.1.

JJ.

T'TTXTTC

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVER3.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
.:,

j

ALBUQUERQUE

Planing flM Co.,

j
f

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kindt to Order.
Mail Order Solicited.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

oon2"lirwN0oaoco
""aA

.

DECORATIVE
EFFECT
Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and belt results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in Jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,

' JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

F.

Just a Cough

that gets your lungs sore and weak
and paves the way for pneumonia or
consumption, or both. Acker's Eng-

lish Remedy will stop the cnugh In a
day
and heal your lungs. It will cure
and Governor Crane was bruised.. Will consumption,
asthma, bronchitis and
Craig, secret service man, was instant- all throat and lung troubles. Positively killed. The president was al.le to ly guaranteed, and money refunded If
not satisfied. Write to us for free samresume the Journey to Lenox, but sent ple. W. H. Hooker tt Co.. Buffalo, N.
word ahead there snould be no cheer- Y. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and ' B. H.
Brlggs & Co.
ing.
After leaving Senator Dawes' house boarded the yacht Sylph and started to
four carnages containing the presi- Oyster: Bay.
dent and his Immediate party, were
Used for Pneumonia. '
driven down South street, two carDr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich..
riages on either side. When near the
Country club and at the railroad cross- say8,y"I have used Foley's Honey and
ing, an electric car was running at a In three very severe cases of pneuterrific speed. Mr. Craig signalled the monia with good results In every case."
motorman to stop, but he paid no at- Refuse subtitutes. Sold by Alvarado
tention and the car came plunging on Pharmacy.
its work of death. A witness to the
Southern Inspection,
accident stated the motorman was
superintendent of the
J.
McNally.
F.
speeding his car In order to reach the
club. The president. Governor Crane Rio Grande division, came up from
and Secretary Cortelyou were picked San Marclal this morning to meet Genup in a heap. The
crowd eral Manager H. U. Mudge and D. E.
which witnessed the accident rushed Cain, superintendent of the western
to the president's carriage with no ex- grand division, who will arrive from
pectation he would lie found alive. The the north this evening in special cars
president was cut on the right side of attached to passenger train No, 1. Tomorrow morning a special train will
the chin and his face is swollen.
D. J. Pratt, driver of the coach, sus carry the gentlemen on a trip of In.
tained a fractured skull, which it is spectlou to the southern division.
feared will result fatally.
Feet Swollen to Immense Size.
The car was in charge of Conductor
" I had kidney trouble so bad," says
Jamej Kelly, with Motorman L. J.
J. J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I
Madden on the front platform. The
not work. My feet were swollen
car struck tu? coach l'rnhe rear and could
to immense size and physicians were
smashed in the back of the vehicle,
unable to give me any relief. My
turning It over and throwing its occu- doctor
finally prescribed Foley's Kid
pants to the ground. The car was not ney
Cure which made a well man of
badly damaged.
Motorman Madden me. Sold by
Alvarado Pharmacy.
and Conductor Kelly were at once arrested and xUl be brought to Pitts-field- .
MISS ALBRIGHT'S CONCERT.
The president and Secretary
Cortelyou, with other members of the Flattering Notices by the Leading
party, went to the Country club, near
Pari Papers.
by, where their wounds were dressed.
Miss Albright, who will appear in
remaining
After
at the scene of the concert at Colombo hall on September
accident an hour, the president deter 9, has been most warmly received in
mined to continue his Journey. After Paris, where she studied.
a brief stop at Lenox he took the train
In noticing her work the Paris Fifor Stockbridge.
garo said:
The program today included the
"A talented young artist who is unJourney from this state through Con derstudying the great Dclna at tho
necticut with stops at Lenox, Stock-Iflidg- e Opera Comlque Is doing excellent work
and Great Barrington, Mass., In the role of the mother In Charpen-tier'- s
and at New Milford and Bridgeport in
new opera "Louise," which is
Connecticut. At Bridgeport the yacht having such wonderful success, and
Sylph will meet him anu take him back has revolutionized modern French op
to Oyster Bay.
era. The role is not only essentially
Another account of the accident says French but belongs to Paris ,monmar-tre- ,
the trolley car was coming up behind
and the young lady being an Amer-leathe president's carriage at terrific
deserves double credit."
speed. The carriage was struck when
The Paris World of May 11, last,
crossing the tracks diagonally. Craig, said:
who was looking around and half
"Among the brilliant talent of the
standing, trying to warn the trolley opera who sang at the charity concert
car back, was knocked from the box to at the Trocadero in Paris, two Amerithe track and the car passed over him, can girls. Miss Claude Albright and,
killing him instantly.
Mary Garden, were called and warmly
The president was thrown out and applauded."
o
the wreck of the carriage fell against
Trade with Mrs. Wilson.
him. He was picked up bleeding from
o
a cut In the right cheek, but was able
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
to get on his feet at once. Secretary Mandeli's.
Cortelyou was unconscious when picko
We sell the greatest of blood puri
ed up. He was badly hurt on the back
of his head and cut on his face, but fiers, Acker's Blood Ellxer.unrier a pos
It will cure chronsoon recovered enough to ask for the itive guarantee.
end other blood poisons. If you
president. Governor Crane was badly ic
have eruptions or sores on year body,
bruised. The driver, D. J. Pratt, has or are pale, weak or run down. It is
since died.
Just what you need. We refund money
The president was for a few mo- if you are not satisfied. 50 cents and
ments at Hotel Aspinwall here and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H.
made a brief announcement of the ac- Brlggs c Co.
cident to the people who silently gathFree Lunch.
ered on the steps. He was under the
Call at the Cabinet saloon about 10
stress of great feeling.
a. m. and get a hot free lunch.
William Craig, the secret service
operator who was killed, was 48 years
National Encampment G. A. R.
For the above occasion tickets will
old, weighed over 2n0 pounds, and was
more than 6 feet tall. He was a former be sold Albuquerque to Washington, D.
member of the Queen's Grenadiers, C, and return for 50.75. Tickets on
and was an expert broadswordsman. sale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
Years ago he gave exhibitions with October 14, except by deposit of tickets
Duncan Boss and was credited with with Joint agent and payment of 50
many victories over him. Craig caught cents, limit will be extended to Novem
a crank at Montpelier who was at ber 3. Stopovers allowed Buffalo,
tempting to reach the president on this Niagara Falls and points east. For
other information, call on or address
trip.
F. L. Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
o
"Had. Right of Way."
Don't have your boys go around with
Stockbridge, Mass., Sept. 3. The
president's physician. Dr. Lung, says holes In their clothing. Start them to
the president and Cortelyou received school with a new suit. A completely
slight contusions about the head and new assortment has Just been received.
face, but the Injuries are not at all lset us show them to you. Simon
serious and the scheduled stops will Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
be made.
"diamond ice, delivered In any
The president arrived at Stockbridge quantity
and at all times during the
shortly before 12 o'clock, having driven
across the country from Lenox. His day. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co.
face was badly swollen and he was no
Newcomer's for school supplies.
doulit suffering pain, but not to disap
j
i on get your money's worth when
point the crowd, many of whom had
you
buy
"Diamond Ice." Southwestdriven some distance to see him, he
stopped Just long enougli to say a few ern Brewery & Ice Co.
o
words and then boarded his train. The
president was calm and collected, and
The Lancaster linoleums have a
deplored the death of Craig.
world wide reputation for being th
"He was the most faithful I ever beBt made. We have now a great vaknew." said he, "my children fairly riety of these goods. Pricis to suit
your pocket.
worshipped him."
After the accident the president
F. C. and American Beauty corsets
asked the motorman, "Why were you
running your car like that," which at Mrs. Wilson's.
brought only the response, "Because I
PRIVILEGES FOR SALE.
had the right of way."
awe-stricke- n
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BERGER

.M.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

fiigh Grade Flour and Candies
FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
USED IN ALL
1

S

A SPECIALTY OF THE

FAMILIES.

j

2

OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

213 WEST RAILROAD

OtKCCX3sKDsy3Xt)0CKDeX3

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTfa.E, Proprietors

jj

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
u
tt ana Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

oor.3oixDsKecKooeoo

0KCCXratKXsK0

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and in order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & 8ANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be bad
In the territory.

A. J. MALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated);

E

GROCERS

Wool, Hides,

?els

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods, '
Colorado Lard and Meats.

n

Mrs. Roosevelt Notified.
Washington, Sept. 3. Captain Mont
gomery, tn charge at the temporary
white house, received a telegram shortHouses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI ly after 11 o'clock today, giving information of the accident to the presiVEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
coach. Colonel Montgomery Imdent's
ETA, N. M.
mediately Informed Mr. Loelis, assistant secretary to the president, who advised Mrs. Roosevelt of the occurence
and of the' president's fortunate es.
cape. ;
,

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

.

.

New Mexico Territorial
Fair, Albuquerque, N. M., Oct.
Peanuts, popcorn, hoi candy, orange

Twenty-secon-

d

14-1-

cider, lunch stand, bar, cushions, bicycle rack, souvenirs, cants, rubber
balls, balloons, toy novelties, doll rack,
cane rack, knife board, shuffle Ixiard,
program and score card, poll selling
and bookmaking, soft drinks, except
orange eider.
All priveleges exclusive.
Sixteen
hours a day with the crowd. Bids to
lie sealed and- in my office by September 15. If bid is accepted, a deposit of
25 per cent by return mail is required.
The Fair association reserves the right
to reject any and all bids. Everybody
that was here last year made big
money.
-.J
P. F. McCANNA, Secretary.
-

8trted

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
asn Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Palleyi,
Iron and
Grade JMTS, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Min Machinery a Specialty.
,
FOUNDRY SICE RAILROAD T RACK, Ah UQ CIRQUE, N.
;
D

It

for Horn.
Bridgeport. Mass., Sept. 3. The
president was met at the train by a reception committee headed by Mayor
Mulvihill, and escorted on an automobile ride through the city. After a
speech at Seaside park, the president

3

yvi

1902

Dissolution Notice.
The partnership heretofore existing
between M. D. Van Hulen and Brad
Jones, under the firm name of Van Hulen & Jones, has dissolved this day.
All accounts will be collected and paid
by Brad Jones, who will continue the
business.
M. D. VAN HULEN,
BRAD JONES,
September 2, 1902.
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Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket

Wheat $1.50 a hundred at Mausard's

n4

House Furnishing Goods.

j A New Carpet in the Parlor...
J

If its from our excellent and well
selected sotck is sure to be admired
by those who pretend to be judges
of good floor coverings.
carpets,

of

linoleum,

Our stock
rugs, ""art

squares, Chinese and Japanese mat

Klelnwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice

tings are of the best quality and'

meat

Bring in your tinware and hare It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
pany.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electrlo light system under con-

T-

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Mills.

BUSINESS LOCALS.
Keep your tye on Demlti.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
Demlng. tbe seat of tho u.w county
of Luna.
Demlng has increased 60 per cent, in
population in four years.
Demicg Is toe great mining trenter
of the southwest.
Investments in Demlnt lots will
double and treble In one year.
Let us flgur on your plumbing. At
bunueraue hardware company.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware cou-pan-
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In Demlng tbe aemand for rental
houses is live times In excess of the
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
rental returna will be 20 per cent on
tbe investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can b
had at better rates than In the old ea
tabllshed towns.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng offers the same opportuni
ties now that the most prosperous
cities In the weet offered several yean

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER,
Flour, Grain
and Provisions.

Carries the Largwet
Extaaalv.
.ad neet
Stock !

Staple O rocerles

specialty.

Car Iota

loand Muthweat.

FARil AND FREIQHT WAQONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

ago.

We are sole agent ror Wheeler ft
Wilson sewing machines, tbe best ou
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
avenue.
Demlng neeas one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region in the southwest and cattle men all know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store,
thorough
give
is prepared
to
scalp
treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the akin and improves
tbe eomplev'.on. and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevei-- s
dnndruff md hair falling out; restores
lite to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, bne also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to In.
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It Is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.
Depository for

DEPOSITORY

S.

the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits. .

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00

........ .$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

'

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - -

i ST. ELMO
SAMPLE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

AND CLUB ROOX.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Residence. Automatic 'Phone 200
AnMmatir 'Phnnn No. tirV
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 C.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars

All patrons and friends cordially invit

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

LOCAL

205 West Gold avenue.

Next to First National Bank.

New & Second Hand Furnitur
Stoves and Household Goods.
Rc airing a Specialty.

UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMflERCIAL

a0O)OOK

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS, & CO

Furniture stored and packed for

shipment.
second-han-

d

CLUB BUILDING.

Highest prices paid for
household goods.

Woo!

Headache...

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico

The following Is quoted from a
late work on the diagnosis and
treatment of the diseases of the eye,
by Edward Jackson, A. M., M. D.:
that
"It onclit tr beunivenally recoirniied
tieadpcbe.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
P

is (he common catiae of
produced from fever,
Atilt- - from hraitu-tiand
toxemia and urtlanic diveair of the brain
i almost Invariita mriiiliranea, rye-strai- n
ably a factor in 'lie production of heacabbe.
any
Tar bead tciie of e e.train la not oforln-lern
inerirl criarn ter it may be conatant on
I lie
or aevcre, feltouly
flight
i
a
use of I he ev-a- , or fe'l after their nie.
or rrcumnt) IrreiiHarly or at certain
intervals. It is aggravated by many other
causes, such as hunaer, exhaustion, exposure t heat or culd, or Inditrest'on, or it may
seem rtirely independent of ether influi
ences. In tbe majority of cases eye-strainot 1'ie un'y factor In the production of
headache, but it rray be the only factor of
practical importance because it alone can be
r moved, aud ita removal will tfive relief.
are ge'erally felt In
Such htah-cl.r- s
206
frontal, temporal or occipital regions."

iret-cla-

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
work done and satisfaction wjuaranteed
Please write us for price

s"

ryr-au.ii-

00000OiK)00K0
J. A. SKINNER

Read the above again, and rememis relieved by
ber that
glasses properly fitted. We are in
every way equipped for scientifically testing the eyes and determining the right glasses. In every case
absolute satisfaction is guaranteed. Prices are as reasonable as
good w irS will Justify.

With S. Vann

&

Doctor cl Optica.

5oo, Jewelers.

Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Fancy Groceries

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee firs class baking.
--

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE, 207 6. First street. Aibuqu.rqu. N. fti
f!. U.
CHICMrSTtn-rrninau

eye-strai- n

S. T. Vann.

SIMON BALLIMG,

DeUer la

Staple and

ttt

PIONEER BAKERY

THESouthARCADE
311

First street

FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.
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l.H.utJUwiilirii'S

The best of liquors served to patrons of the bar.
If you want to sleep
)l and be hapSandwiches of all kinds served.
py try Futrelle's Duplex mattresses
Nice large rooms, everything bran end
the No. J Legeett
Plait snrinra.
new. upstairs for lodging purposes.
Give them a trial and If not satisfacto
ry your money back.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen

r

.
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the track was clear and no damage
was done.
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like boat racing or ball playing, they
will strain their muscles and go home
limping and sore. Then they are glad
they have Perry Davis' Painkiller on
hand to soothe the quivering nerves;
to penetrate the muscles with warmth
and healing power. It has relieved the
fiain of two generations of Americans,
lrge bottles 25 and DO cents.

Digests
What You Eat.

the sensible remedy. By digesting what you
rat it strengthens the body and at the same time rest?
Kodol Is

HOLBROOK.

the stomach. This rest soon restores perfect health.
Cathartics and stimulants only reach the symptoms.
Kodol cures. It Is Nature's tonic.

I

Fire years aco sdlsrase the doctors esilrd dyspepsia took euoh a hold on me that T conld
fart-pl- y
go. I txik quantities of pepsin and other tnedlclnoa, nut nothing helped me. As
drowning man (traisat a straw I graUIed at Kodol. I felt an Improvement at once, and afMi
OioRua 8. Harsb, Attorney-at-Lafew bottles am sound and well.
Nocona, Xex.

help but do you good.
It can't
in times asmnch (actual measurement) as the trial site which fells for

The 11 bottle cont alns

ITvpared by K. C. ItaWUt A Co.. Chicago. Hold by all dealers.

50c

aoothlnir, healing application for piles, (ore and
Dew Itrs wiicb Hazel Salve skin
disease. Deware of counterfe us
J. H O R1ELLY & CO., AND B. H. BRIGGS & CO

ARIZONA TOWNS
FLAGSTAFF.
From the Sun.
The teachers of the Northern Normal are returning from the summer
vacation.
The republicans of Coconino county
ore In excellent shape for the coming
campaign.
V. C. Bayliss has purchased tho
residence of Dr. P. O. Cornish and will
take possession this month.
Agent Hazleiline, at Providence, on
the P. & E. railroad, In Yavapai county, was recently robbed of $800, which
he bad laid away in his trunk.
The members of the board of supervisors are to be congratulated on the
increased valuation of taxable proper
.
ty made through their efforts.
The Aztec Land and Cattle company,
through the manager, C. L. Brooks, of
Albuquerque, N. M., paid into the
county treasury on Wednesday the
sum of $10,953.36. being the taxes on
their lands in this county.
Fire caught In the slab pile at the Y
of the Central Arizona railway at Milton on Thursday, and did considerable
damage before It was got under control by the Milton fire department.
The proposition of utilizing the wa
ters of Bright Angel creek, a tributary
of the Colorado river, in the Grand
Canyon, has taken definite shape,
While the project has long been con
templated It remained for a number of
Flagstaff's progressive business men
to take the first steps In the matter.

Water Cure for Chronic Constipation.
Take two cups of hot water half an
hour before each meal and Just before
going to bed, also a drink of water, hot
or cold, about two hours after each
r
meal. Take lots of
exercise
walk, ride, drive. Make a regular
habit of this and in many cases
chronic constipation may be cured
without the use of any medicine. When
a purgative is required take something
mild and gentle like Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
by all druggists.
out-doo-

o

ST. JOHNS.

From Snips.
Prof. Hlnkley, of Utah, arrived In
the city Tuesday. He comes to take
charge of the public school In district

Kansas, where, on the ISth, he will be
married to Miss Ethel Marine, a most
charming young lady, and former
teacher In the Williams public schools.
One of the most Important mining
deals In the history of Coconino county
will be consummated the first of the
week when the final payments on the
property known as the Cameron mines
will be made by the Canyon Copper
company, the purchase price being
$35,000. This property Is located near
the Grand View hotel at a depth of
feet in the Grand Canyon and is
noted for Its large ore bodies, which
carry excellent values.
0

WINSLOW.
From the Mall.
Engine No. 2195, an oil burner from
Seligman, is being overhauled at the
local shops.
A gang of Mexican laborers came in
from El Paso yesterday. They will be
employed along this division of the
Santa Fe.
The improvements at the Rand-DagMercantile company's store add greatly to the appearance of that corner of
town. A modern stone front, with big
plate glass windows has been put in
and a new sidewalk laid.
Nature has dealt bountifully with
Wlnslow lately and for a week past wp
have had steady, refreshing showers
almost daily. As a result, the ranges
are in splendid condition and the
ranches along the river' have abundance of water and good prospects of
big crops.
Ground has been broken preparatory
to the erection of a new building here
by the Santa Fe. It will be located
opposite the master mechanic's office
tae little hill at the place being re
moved by a gang of workmen. The
building is to serve as an ice and coal
warehouse and will have a frontage of
sixty feet.
A string of loaded flat cars broke
loose at Denair a couple of days ago
and started on a summer excursion to
the coast. They went ten miles on
their journey before they came to a
stop and it is said that they passed
through Ash Fork at the rate of seven
miles an hour. Fortunately

Fred Wetzler returned yesterday
from California, where he has been on
a vacation.
The St. Johns mail has been delayed
nearly every day this week on account
of high water.
Harvey Powell, of Wlnslow. has accepted a position as clerk In F. J. Wat
tron's drug store.
Dr. Reed reports five or six cases of
typhoid fever at Navajo Springs.. Tho
disease seems quite prevalent in this
vicinity lately.
Mrs. Max Schuster and daughter,
Marguerite, of Albuquerque, stopped
over here Wednesday and Thursday to
visit with Mr. Schuster. They were
on their way home from California.
Last Sunday the river came down
the heaviest this season and washed
away a good .big chunk of the bank
just east of town, and but for the hard
work of the citizens all day long there
would have been a considerable loss of
property. The work that Is being done
now is solid and will drive away all
fears for the future.
John Williams, a colored gentleman
from Flagstaff, was brought here Tues
day by Deputy I'nited States Marshal
Jurden. for a hearing before United
States Commissioner Wattron. The
prisoner was remanded to jail until
September 3, to await the arrival of
attorney and witnesses. The charge Is
opening mail belonging to another man
by the same name.
Jose Baca and Dolore3 Maes drifted
In from the west Wednesday morning.
They called at Louie Ghuey's store
and tried to purchase a watermelon at
their own price, and emphasized their
side of the argument with a flourish of
a six shooter, but Louie didn't propose
to be bull dozed In this manner and
when he made a rush for his gun the
'hombres" sneaked. A few minutes
later Sheriff Secrist had the twain un
der arrest and at 2 o'clock they were
brought before Justice Wattron who
mposed a fine of $25 on Jose Baca,
who seems to be the one who made
most of the disturbance. Both of their
weapons were confiscated and turned
over to the county.

Parson's Noble Act.
"I want all the world to know,"
A

writes Rev. C. J. Budlong. of Ashaway,
R. I., "what a thoroughly good and
reliable medicine I found in Electric
Bitters. They cured me of jaundice
and liver troubles that had caused me
great suffering for many years. For
cure they excel
a genuine,
anything I ever saw." Electric Bit
ters are the surprise of all for their
wonderful work In liver, kidney and
stomach troubles. Don't fail to try
them. Only 50 cents. Satisfaction Is
guaranteed by all druggists.
SANTA FE.

at

J.

The best

Men Will Be Boys.
In the excitement of a lively exercise

' vuo iato 01 sunerers irora dyspepsia and Indigestion
J" 7our, i00" remains undigested it can't build up th
body. In fact, it does actual damage by decaying in the

price

one-ha- lf

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

Direct from our distillery to YOU

mm Ha,
Dial.rV Profits I Pravants Adultaratlon I
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SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

RYE

D

FULL S1.00
QUARTS Si1

EXPRESS

PREPAID

We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S
RYE for 64.0(1, and we will pay the express charges. Try It and
u you don't And It all riirht and as irood as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, then send It back at our expense and your 64 00
will be returned to you by next mall. Just think that offer over. How could
It be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better
let us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to Join you. We ship In a plain sealed case, do marks to show what's
Inside.
If you crn use BO Qnartft or can get some ofyour friends to Join you,
e win send you 0 taartsj for lO.OO by Freight Prepaid, thua
savin? you 64.00. We have been in business over HQ years and have a
paid-ucapital of Saoo.OittOO so you run do tuk.
Write our nearest office and do it NOW.
SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

AND
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MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

99o

p

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY

ST. LOUIS, MO.

DAYTON, OHIO

DlSTILLIBT, TBOT, O.

47

ST.

PAUL, MINN.

ESTABUSBCD ISM.

Diamond A cattle. The board took the
matter up with Delegate Rodey. and
asked him to secure permission to
avc the line between Grant couunty
and .Mexico, end the line between
rant county and Arizona fenced, so
as to keep out tlcky cattle, which are
known to be in Arizona, and In Mexi
co. After considerable correspondence
the permission to build the fences was
secured for the board by Mr. Rodey.
The board thinks that with these fences built It will be able to stamp out
the disease In this county.
The Aberdeen company made a
trial shipment of part of a car load of
concentrates this week. The company
now has plenty of water, and expects
to have its mill running regularly after
this week.

00Ce0CC

...Bacheehi & Giomi...

Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
o
Bar Snnnlifis

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and

Transfer Stables

BE8T TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albuouerque. N. M.

q

CORDIALS

lit a

STOCK Or WIN 5, LIQUORS AND
OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR-

Wfc vAKHY

I

Me. I.Art

I

DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S 8T.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

GIVEN

B. A. SLEYSTER.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
Croup.
REAL ESTATE,
Usually begins with the Bymptons of
NOTARY PUBLIC.
common cold; there is chilliness. ROOMS
CROMWELL BLOCK.
sneezing, sore throat, hot skin, quick
Automatic Telephone 174.
pulse, hoarseness and Impeded respira
tion. Give frequent small doses of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, (the child
will cry for It) and at the first sign of B
13 IT
8
a croupy cough, apply frequently Balexternally
to
the
Liniment
Snow
lard's
Telephone
3
throat. 60 cents at Cosmopolitan Phar
macy B. Ruppe.
Q
8
YOU WANT?
o
For Over Sixty rears.
X
QUICK AND RELIABLEI
8
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by
Q
millions of mothers for their children 0 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
while teething with perfect success. 0
fi
,ND TELEGRAPH CO.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
pleasant tc tho taste. Sold by drug
gists in every part or tae worm.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Be sure and asK ror
Is incalculable.
Mrs. Winslow's Soolhlng Syrup, and
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
take no other kind.

BACHECHI

&

GIOMI

12-1-

Service

From the New Mexican.
All of the public schools will open
next Monday at 9 o'clock.
A. T. Ries. of Gallup, is In town as a
DEAD FROGS.
No. 11.
witness In United States cases to be
David Ortega has sold out his entire
Were Killed By Coffee.
tried at present term of the district
sheep interests to a California buyer.
15 1000th of a single grain of caf court.
It is reported that be is going into the felne from coffee, will kill a frog of
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Abbott
Delaney's celebrated Albuquerque
cattle business.
moderate size. The frogs die of gen early this morning, a fine boy baby
Chews again on the market. Don't fail
Jose Garcia and Antonio Gonzales eral paralysis following violent tetanic Mother and child doing Veil.
have returned from the American Val- convulsions.
Arthur J. Griffin has been employed to get a box.
o
ley country In New Mexico. They reFalck, Stulilmann, Brill, Johansen, by the city to survey the line of the
AND BhnN IN CARLOAD
If you purcnase a Chicaerlng piano FLOUR
port much rain and good grass all over Leven and other famous scientists, sewer to be constructed
on Water
A SPECIALTY.
LOTS
you
company
Music
of the Whltson
that country.
have repeatedly street.
and Investigators
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
your
tell
to
friends
not
need
hesitate
Yesterday fori noon, at the home of proven it.
Edward F. Otero, clerk in the land
Checkering.
genuine
Es
you
a
have
Mrs. Van Iiolgate occurred a very pretThis same alkaloid caffeine, a pow office, is on a leave of absence and has
ty wedding, which was very unique, erful cerebro-splna- l
stimulant and diu gone to the Jemez Springs for a short tablished in Boston,0 Mass., in 1823.
in that two brothers married two sis- retic irritant, was originally discov- stay.
MELINI & EAKIN
"DIAMOND ICE."
ters. The happy brothers are Jacob ered in 1820. Eight years later theine
The Santa Fe Blues have challenged
o
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG ..
and Fred Kothlisbergt r, and the joyous was discovered in tea and the two the San Pedro base ball boys to play
Johnston's Stage Line.
.
sisters are Martha and Miriam
drugs were afterwards proven to be here next Sunday. The grounds have
every
Tuesday
We handle everything In our line
Will leave
mornim
Identical. Caffeine In coffee causeB been secured, and it is expected that for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
Distillers Agents
The county recorder is working over- the sleeplessness, increased frequency the boys will come.
One regular trip a Special distributors Taylor & Willla 4
on Thursdays.
trips
when
week
ordered.
and
days.
extra
The Santa Fe railroad of tho pulse, tremulousness of heart,
time these
Ralph Easley. of this city, and Car
Louisville. Kentuck
is having some very extensive mort- and frenuent urination noticed after roll Uwyer, of Taos, left last evening Ieave orders at Rturges European r
tel.
JA. T. JOHNSTON. 111 & First St., Albuquerque, N. U
gages recorded. Thoy will cover about drinking strong coffee. This explains for Roswell, where they will
2oO pagos of the record book and the
the cause of the nervous diseases that the New Mexico Military institute.
fees will amount to $127.50. These frequently come to regular coffee and
Two fine arch doors and frames
mortgages must be recorded in all the tea drinkers.
The drug slowly and were received at the capitol building
counties through which the road runs surely poisons the system and finally yesterday. One of these will be placed
The fees for the five counties will be brings on some form of fixed disease in the treasurer's oHlce and the other
$637.50.
like valvular heart disease, dyspepsia. In one of the committee rooms of the
kidney complaint or some other, un ouncil chamber.
WILLIAMS.
cus the person is strong enough to
J. E. Wood and C. A. Carruth. postal
up asainst the drug.
on the Denver & Rio Grande
stand
lerks
From the News.
Practically every steady coffee or ailroad between this city and Anto
A chair car lias recently been placed
shows some form of incip-en- t nito, have been summoned as wit
In service on th" canyon road, adding ea drinker
Ask anyone you know ncsHcs at the United States term of
disease.
8
much to the con. fort of tourists.
you will seldom find one entirely the district court in cases of viola
Charles Howard this week moved and
postal
Substitutes
laws.
of
well.
the
tlons
his bands of sheep, numbering 20,000,
Where's the use in slugging and are supplying their places on the
REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:
from Bcllemont t Howard's lake, drugging
the poor old body until It tot- route.
north of Williams.
diseased
with
trembles
and
ters
Charley Rawlin U ft for the east last
LORDSBURG.
Tuesday evening, lie will visit Hot nerves
quit?
Can't
II.
reexpects
to
Ark.,
re
win
Springs,
he
It Is one of the easiest things you From the Liberal.
main several months for the benefit of
lodge
organized
of
Henry
a
Gates
ever tried to do if you will have Pos
his health.
made right ami the Ancient order of United Workmr
Special Courses are offered in Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
Last Sunday, line Melick and Jim .'um Food Coffee
good cream and sugar. In Lordsliurg this week.
Hudson were out in the hills just back served hot with
Jyiwe
in
out
A.
th
has
been
J.
of rich
of town, and the latter saw a big moun There is the deep seal brown
A Preparatory Course is maintained for the benefit of those who
golden brown when Chiriculiuus the past week, and report
tain lion, but did not have a chance to offee that turns to
o
deposits
some
of
fine
discovery
the
tiav
i
not had the necessary advantages before coming to the School of
nen
me
cream is auueu. i
iimur
thoot him.
hut guano.
or
Mines.
days
ten
Try
It
own.
its
all
unique,
and
Holloway
11.
C.
During the week
The country got enough rain during
your dyspepsia will
TUITION $5.00 for the preparatory course; $10.00 for the teeh
others have been gathering horses out tun weeks and
past week, to make all the grass
the
signs
good
of
or
show
leave
in Pittman valley. Last week one cur either
nical course.
commen
any
row
eat.
It
can
man's
be
pulse
your
and
heart
load of bor.-e-s were shipped to Kansas. leaving, and
stronger than for a long time back. It ced raining last Friday afternoon, and
followed bv two t'nis week.
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT GOOD SALARIES FOR YOUNG
proved to bo an old fashioned three
Harrv Cummins, arrested on the is one of the most delicious sensations
days
rain.
health
MEN WITH A TCHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OF MINING.
returning
and
feel
known,
to
charge of pulling a gun on a train crew
Some time since the cattle sanitary
vigor.
sentenced
week,
was
last
Challeuder
at
Health makes Heaven here on earth board put a quarantine on the cattle
to 200 davs by Judce Ranney on Tucs
For Particulars Address
by
Marshal
and people can have it if they will but of southern Grant county because th
Aav and taken to Klairbtaff
had
fever
Texas
cause
which
ticks
live as nature intended.
KenDedy.
CHARLES R. KEYES, Ph. D.'. Director.
Quit coffee and use the food bever been found on the cattle of the VicRev. W. C. Ceyir expects to leave
company,
the
toria land and cattle
about the 15th of September for Iola, age, Pobtum Coffee.
e

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

It taVes flys of the ordinary " onarts to make a rallon. but a RATTIER QUART It a
full quart, an honest quart of 82 ounces, four to the gallon. Now, you pay your dealer at
least 11.60 a bottle tor whiskey thnt rannot possibly be any better than HAYNEK, If aa
rood, or 67.60 gallon. If you buy H A YNF.K WHISKEY you aave at least 13.60 on every
gallon. We seU two gallons for about the same aa you pay for one gallon of probably poorer
whiskey. Just think that oyer and remember that HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from
our distillery to you. carries a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saves you the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
It'a so good and so cheap. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied Customers. .That's why VOD should try lu Your money back U you're not aa Hailed. ,

Sam

M. riOORE

107 and 109 8.

First Street.

RUPPE,

B.

PRESCRIPTIONS !
Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Mausard's Mills,

e

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Belen Roller Mills
AND ELEVATOR

...

Or

.fir

Hoi-gate-

THE NEW MEXICO

1

SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

FALL SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER
;i. CHEMISTY AND METALLURY
MINING ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING

0cC0COtOCC'K000
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell

Wheat, write to

BELEN7N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

I? PALMER.
J.
nay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
501 North

Flrt

Albuqueraue

Street

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND
Telephone t!7.

Nw Meslc.

Goods.
LIQUORS.

Free deUyery to al

Sole agents for 5an Antonio Lime.
1

parts of tbe city.

m

,

115,

M North

TWrd

Stnot

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAlLVgCITlZKN.
MIMBRES

IVailroad Topics
Walter Taylor, formerly call boy,
bas been promoted to a desk in the
freight house.
Four Coahulla & Pacific new passenger service cars passed through tho
city today bound for Mexico.
President Roosevelt will attend the
convention of locomotive firemen at
Chattanooga, Tenn., on September 8.
A. B. Todd, formerly master mechanic at WInslow, Arizona, has been succeeded In that position by M. J. Drury.
The tenth annual meeting of the
traveling engineers will be held at Chicago, commenting
the 9th of this
month.
Mrs. James Knotlery, wife of Blacksmith Knotlery, of the local Santa Fo
Pacific shops, has returned from a
pleasant visit at her old home in Iowa.
The Mexican Central gives employment to 1,105 Americans, 3ol negroes,
34 Chinamen, 27 Germans, 20 Englishmen, 81 Spaniards, 2 Frenchmen, 13
otlier nationalities, and 9,879 Mexicans.
The employes of the Mexican National, International and Central railroads are said to be contemplating a
demand on the authorities of the respective roads for higher wages. They
make the assertion that they only ref
ceive about
the wages that
men in the United States receive for
similar services.
The government of India has decided to proceed at once to construct a
railroad from Quetta, near the northeast l.ordcr of Baluchistan, to Nushki,
a town in the latter state. The road
will bo only ninety-similes long, but
it is said to be of great stragetic Importance from a military standpoint,
as it wi:l establish a new military base
against Kussia'8 march toward the
Persian guif.
The Milwaukee Sentinel of the 2fith
ult., says: "By September 15 the large
railway systems of the country will be
confronted with a demand by luO.oiTo
members of tho Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen for an Increase in
wages which will mean an additional
outlay of $1,0(mi,0(M) a month for wages
by railroads in the country, or the alternative of a strike which will eclipse
in its extent all previous strikes. The
demands which have been formulated
but not yet presented, are for an increase of 20 per cent In wages."
one-hal-

A Sad Disappointment.
Ineffective liver medicine is a disappointment, but you don't want to
purge, strain and break the glands of
the stomach and bowels. DeWltt's
Little Early Risers never disappoint.
They cleanse the system of all poison
and putrid matter and do it so gently
that one enjoys the pleasant effects.
They are a tonic to the liver. Cure
biliousness, torpid liver and prevent
fever. B. II. Briggs & Co. and J. H.
ORielly & Co.

,

Pretty Valley in Grant County Almost

soon be Inaugurated. The road Is In
operation for eighty-thremiles and
has contracts for 'hauling 6,000
Beware of the Knife.
No profession has advanced more
rapidly of late than surgery, but it
should not be used except where absolutely necessary . In cases of piles
for example, it is seldom needed.
Witch Hazel Salve cures quickly and permanently.
Unequaled for
cuts, burns, bruises, wounds, skin diseases. Accept no counterfeits. "I was so
troubled with bleeding piles that I lost
much mood and strength," says J. C.
Phillips. Paris, 111. "DeWltt's Witch
Hazel Salve cured me in a short time."
Soothes and heals. B. H. Briggs & Co.
and J. H. O Rielly & Co.

's

RAILROAD

STATISTICS.

Interstate Commerce Commission Pre

paring Annual Report.
According to a summary of the annual report of the Interstate commerce
commission the total receipts from the
operation of all the railroads in the
United States, during the year ending
June 30, 1902, was $1.588,52G.037, an in
crease of $101,000,000. It also shows
that the tonnage carried that year wag
12.000 tons less than the previous year.
There were forty-fivrailroads in the
hands of receivers, a decrease of sev
en for the year. The amount of railway capital outstanding was $11,688.-177.99This amount, on the mileage
basis, represents a capitalization of
$C1.528 per mile of line. Of the total
capital stated $3.SOfi.597,104 existed in
the form of stock, of which $4,475,439.-72was commcn stock and $1,331,157.-38preferred ftock. The amount which
existed in the form of funded debt was
o.881.580.887. The amount of current
liabilities, which Is not included in the
foregoing figures, was $020,403,419, or
$3.2i;G per mile of line.
The number of passengers carried
was 607.27S.121, showing an increase
for the year of 30.412,891.
Tha number of tons of freight carried during the year was 1,089,226,440.
a decrease of 12,453.708 being shown.
The gross earnings from the operation
of the railroads in the United States
were $1.5S8,526.037, being $101,481,223
more than for the fiscal year of 1900.
The operating expenses were
having increased in comparison with the year preceding $68,9('i8.-759- .
e

1

$1,030.-397,27-

em-

Cancerous

A

fTcl.TecVo,
breast, though

they are liable to appear upon other parts
of the body. When they begin to spread
and eat into the flesh, sharp, piercing
as the uru'.erlyni ,' tissue is
Sains are felt
and the tender nerves exposed.
Cancerous sores develop from very trifling
causes; a carbuncle or boil, swollen gland,
a little watery blister on the tongue or
lip, a wart, mole or bruise of some k:nJ
becomes an indolent, festering sore,
which in tune degenerates into cancer.
"Ten years arco I
bad a sore on my left
temple, which tba
doctors pronounced
cancerous ulcer;
It would itch, burn
and bleed, then scab
over, but would fij
nnver heal. Alter
iv
takU 3. S. S. awhile
i,NS
the sore beiran to f
discharge, and when
matter had passed
i
out It eot well. I
took in all about
thirty botUrs, continuing it for aame
time after the soro had healed, to be
sure all the poison was out of luy system. Have seen no siirn of tho cancer
J0SEPHU9 KEID,
In ten years.
Cant, Auiriun Co., Mo.
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GREAT SHOW.

Buffalo Bill Will Show Life Savers

at

Work.
is
The gratifying announcement
made that on October 3 Buffalo Bill's
great Wild West show is to appear
here. It has been shorn of none of its
fair proportions, but comes in its entirety, the biggest, as it is unquestionably the best, aggregation traveling
for public entertainment today. (Ireat
service it has rendered in making
known to the east and the old world
the real men of the west, both the
white and the red, how they fought,
worked and played, the showing being
intensely realistic from the fact that It
was made by th'- - real men themselves.
And we will be plad to see the splendid object lesson they represent and to
recognize its breezy, earnest variety.
But there is more than that in the Wild
West. It is equally faithful to reality
in presenting its "Congress
of the
Hough Killers of the World." which includes typical representations of the
horsemen of the English, Herman.
French, Russian and Turkish armies,
with our own American cavalry and
artillery. And a feature worthy of spec,
ial mention Is the exhibit of the United
government coast guard life
t'tat-- s
savii, showing how thew have been
acc'istunie
tJ r scuc shipwrecked
mariners.
Altogether it is, in every way, a wonderful and unrivall. d entertainment.

purifying
mi I healing properties
th.it n i other medicine
does, contains nothing that could derange
the system. While cleansing the blood
it also builds up the general health.
If you have a suspicious sore, or other
blooa trouble, send for our free book on
"Now good digestion waits on appeWood and Skin diseases, and write to us
for any information or advice wanted; tite, and health on both."
Blood
If it doesn't, try
Wt make no charge for this service.
.
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THE IWIFT SPECIFIC

CO, alLANIA, 64.

TO MOTHERS
TWENTY-SECON-

J. II. Hasklns, of Chlraco,
111., rrrsident Chicago Arcade

Mm.

Club, Addresses Comfort ins
worus w It"
iiuinca iiegarulnir

Ruined..

Childbirth.
LOSS

IS IRREPARABLE AND HEAVY.

From Silver City Independent.
The most disastrous flood which
ever visited southwestern New Mexl
to swept down the fertile Mimbres
river valley, in the eastern part of
Giant county, Friday night. It was at
tended with one fatality, and the total
loss, taking everything into consideration, is estimated to be about $150,000.
Fully 250 people are destitute, and
temporary measures are being devised
for their relief. As In the case of the
Silver City flood, a large proportion of
th? loss is irreparable, or practically
. .
to.
It was more of a cjoudburst than
anything else. Friday afternoon black
storm clouds gathered on each side of
the river, in th3 upper section, and
about 4 o'clock met at a point almost
directly over the valley. A terrific
downpour of rain followed and a largo
body of water commenced running.
The storm was general in character
and extended over a wide area of conn
try. Later on the different canyons
and water courses emptying Into the
Mimbres, swelled that already overburdened stream to such an extent
as to far exceed all previous high wa
t?r mark records.
It was about 8 o'clock' In the evening
when the main body of water commenced to come down and from that
time on during the greater part of the
night the river was a raging torrent,
sweeping before it everything with
which it came In contact and creating
a scene of desolation.
The ranchers living along the river
were on their guard a3 a result of the
preliminary flood and when it became
apparent that it was no longer safe to
remain in their homes, most of them
sought refuge on high ground, where
they remained until morning. As it
was one life was lost. J. D. Anderson, father-in-laof Oscar McCarty,
who has a lease on a part of the Gooch
ranch, was drowned in an effort to
save some of his property. He had
waded down into comparatively deep
water, when a huge wave swept down
upon him. carrying him to his death.
The body was recovered the following
morning.
The valley in question extends for a
distance of about thirty miles alonr,
the entire eastern portion of the county. On both sides of the stream during
almost Its entire course are ranches
and farms, about 20,000 acres In all being under cultivation. It Is the best
farming section In the county. There
are perhaps fifty different ranch properties In the valley, and out of this
number not a single owner escaped
without loss.
Prior to Friday the most severe flood
which has ever been known on the
river occurred September 7, 1900. The
losses sustained at that time were
heavy, and practically destroyed all
the crops for that year, besides doins
much damage to property. Friday's
disaster was much greater than that of
1900, Water marks show that the torrent was from eight to ten feet higher
all along the valley, and the river was
out of its banks on an average of half
a mile on both sides.
The trouble could not have occurred
at a worse time of the year. The crops
were just on the eve of harvesting and
were bountiful. Corn, beans, chili and
alfalfa, the principal products, were
just maturing and the late fruit had
Just commenced to ripen. Small garden produce was in the same state.
While some of the orchards escaped
serious injury, the food products were
almost without exception totally ruined, and the loss not only falls heavily
upon the individual owners, but upon
Grant county as a whole. Many of the
lanchers were Mexicans, and the results of their year's labor were ruined
In a few hours, leaving them without
sufficient means for their immediate,
necessities.
In many places the force of the current completely changed the bed of the
river and cut out new channels over
what was before valuable agricultural
portions of the banks were
land.
cut away and churned into loose soil.
Thousands of valuable fruit trees were
torn up by roots and scattered along
the stream.
Persons from the valley say that the
srene beggars description. What were
golden fields of grain and corn are now
waste deposits of mud and sand, with
not a spear of vegetation In sight.
Huge boulders, uprooted trees and all
kinds of debris are scattered along indiscriminately and everywhere is to be
seen the force and quantity of the
flood waters. It will require a tremendous amount of labor and a large expenditure of money to even partially
restore the valley to its former pros
perous condition, and it will be years
before the evidences of Friday's disaster are completely eradicated.

Mew Mexico Territorial

"Dear Mns. IixKn am : Mothers
neeu not dretul chilel bearing- nfter they
know the value of Lydlo. K. I'lnk-linm- 'g
Vegetable

ANNUAL

D

a

A
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The number of persons In the
ployment of the railways of the United
States was 1,071.169, or an average of
548 employes each 100 miles of line.
As compared with June 30, 1900, the
number of employes increased 53,516
The total number of casualties to
persons on account of railroad accidents was 61,794, the numuer of persons killed bavins been 8,455 and the
number injured 53,339. Of railway employes-:,
2.675 were killed and 41,142
New Railroads.
were injured. The number of passenIt may be about time to ask what gers killed during the year was 282,
will be the effect upon New Mexico af- and the number injured 4.9S8. The
ter awhile of all this railroad con- number of persons other than emstruction going on in Oklahoma, says ployes and passengers killed was 5,
the Pueblo Chieftain. That section li 498 and injured 7.209.
having more railroad construction
Take Care of the Stomach.
than any other In the country, and it is
but natural to ruppose that some of
The man or woman whose digestion
those roads, not satisfied with mere is perfect and whose Btomach perlocal traffic, will presently begin to forms its every function Is never sick.
stretch out toward the mountains and Kodal cleanses, purifies and sweetens
the Pacific coast. They will be pros- the stomach and cures positively and
pecting for openings in the coal traffic permanently all stomach troubles, inof New Mexico and Colorado and the digestion and dyspepsia. It is the
scenery in both for the fact has come wonderful reconstructive tonic that is
to be known that scenery is one of the making so many sick people well and
most profitable assets of the west. weak people strong by conveying to
Among the various new lines, the Fort their bodies all of the nourishment in
Smith & Western is now in operation the food they eat. Rev. J. II. Holladay,
fiom Fort Smith to Crowder City, of Holladay, Miss., writes: Kodal has
where it crosses the Missouri, Kan- cured me. I consider it the best remsas & Texas, and through service will edy I ever used for dyspepsia and
stomach troubles. 1 was given up by
physicians. Kodal saved my life.
Take it after meals. B. II. Briggs &
Co. and J. li. O Rielly & Co.
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Fair

Compound.

While I lovcel children I dreaded the
ordeal, for It left me weak and sick

ALBUQUERQUE,
OCT. 14, IB, 16, 17, 18,
COMING OF

Base
n. iiASKiss.
for months r.ter, and at the times I
thought death was a welcome relief;
but before my last child wns born a
neighbor advised I.yella l'.l'ink-lam'- s
Vegetable Compound, nnd
I used that, together with jour Pills
and Sanative Wash for four months
before the child's b:rt!i; it brought
tne wonderful relief. I hardly had an
ache or pain, and wheu the child was
ten days old I left my ned strong in
health. Every sprinpandfall I nowtako
abottleof Iylia K.lMiikbam'n Vegetable Compound nnd find it keeps
tne in continual excellent health."
Mrs. J. H. IUskins, 324a Indiana Are.,
Chicago, 111.
5000 forfeit If about ttstlim-ml-at

Cowboy

MONTEZUMA

m."i. .t.

It not qcnuini.

Care and careful counsel Is
wliat the expectant and would-b- e
mother needs, and this counsel
plie can secure without cost by
writing to Mrs. l'inkkaiu at
Lynn, Mass.
.

Ball
Open to the
World

(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street

Horse

Grand Military Display

Racing

V

I

t

1

Mineral, Cereal and

Educational Exhibits

his corpse when he was reached. He
was so horribly mangled that he would
not have been recognized had he been
found on the highway.

Free Seed Distribution.
The distribution of free seed by the
agricultural department, which will be
the largest ever known In the history
of the government, was commenced today, three months earlier than usual.
The congressional seed distribution is
becoming more popular each year, and
this year the enormous number of
packages of seed, weigiiing
about 1,000 tons, will lie given free to
the farmers throughout the country.

J. H. O'RIELLY,
PRESIDENT

P. F. MeCanna,
SECRTARY

STOVE REPAIRS,

Not Doomed for Life.
"I was treated for three years by
good doctors," writes W. A. Greer,
McConnellsvllle, O., "for piles, and

llorradaile

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.
o

Nctice.
The Rico Cafa serves the best meals
fistula, but, when all failed. Bucklen's
15
in
city
at
and 25 cents. Short
the
Arnica Salve cured me In two weeks."
Cures burns, bruises, cuts, corns, sores, orders. 6 cents up. Ill North First
eruptions, salt rheum, piles or no pay; street.
25c at all drug stores.
(Homestead Entry No. 68D0.)
Notice for Publication.
"A penny caved is two pence clear,"
said our old fiiend, Benjamin Frank- Department of tho Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M.. August 16, 1902.
lin. KcmembeT its money In your poc
Notice is hereby given that the fol
ket to come here Thursday, Friday and lowing-namesettler has filed notice
Saturday three gre at days and there
i.j no use arguing about it. We would of his intention to make final proof in
sooner give goods away than pack support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. 8. C.
them away. Lion Store.
Commissioner John W. (iorbett at East
For Sale.
View, N. M.. on Sept. 27, 1902, viz.:
I will sell at ceist and bedow for cash Juan Jose Montoya for the lots 1 and 2,
my entire stock eif paints, oils, wall and e'a nw4 see 21, T G N, H 5 E.
paper, roeim and picture moldings, at
He names the following witnesses to
my place of business em South First prove bis continuous residence upon
street. I intend to go out of business. and cultivation of said land, viz.:
C. A. LAMPMANN.
Jose Seberlano Sanchez, of Torreon,
N. M.; Lorenso Samora, of Ton eon, N.
"DIAMOND ICE."
M; Jose Samora, of Torreon, N. M.;
,
N. M.
Bring your boys he re as a prelimin-r- Todosio Maldonaelo, of Torre-einMANUEL 11. OTEItO, Register.
to school starting. For you will
o
want them to appe ar neat and smartly
Curtains! vurtaintll Curtains!!!
dressed. Our boys' department is fully
We are eaowlng up to date lace cur
prepared to fit out the boys with
in Brussels net, Irish point, Ara
clothes that are made well and that tains
bian nit, Nottingham. Dobblnet and
loeik well.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave- muslla. Albert Kebar, 205 Railroad
nue Clothier.
avnue.

DON'T FORGET THAT
TIE

o

CALL ON AGENTS FOR PARTICULARS, OR ADDRESS

0

r.

tL

A. N.

KAiiU KUfcH ISLAND

BROWN,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

KOUTE,

8o in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America' Is si tuau.nl over six thouaaud feet
oca, uuu mc ucai ui mo luntf ammuUB IS u6T6r k
experienced. Auuough not generally known summer Is the rery
best of seasons to visit the Land of MaGana."
The daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg-- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between tho beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella."
o

uwc iuc ijvi:i ui mu

o
I4C.50.
HiumDing.
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. Y.' and 14,
We have aueiea a piumtdng depart and June 24 to September 12, it lusive.
business. Final return limit October 31, iv2.
ment and tin shop to
When you have anything in this lino
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

cr

to be done see us about u before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

i

The Mexican Central

i3.-en--:

;

'

P.-R-

W

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than

151.50.

i

u.

Subscribe for The Citizen

o
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reCopper, tin auu galvanized iron turn, $39.00.
company.
work. Whitney
Albuquerque to St. Louis a i ' I'eturn,

.

ISLAND ROUTE

K

FAST TIME AND EXCELLENT
CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS
NORTH, NORTHWEST, NORTHEAST, EAST AND SOUTHEAST.
STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS. FREE CHAIR CARS AND
COACHES ON ALL TRAINS.
DINING CAR SERVICE UNEXCELLED.

a

Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado,
Uenver, $'5.15, round trip; C .'orado
Springs, $22.15, round trip: J'uebui,
Deming will be the great smelter $20.15, round trip. Ticket, :i sale
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the disv : Final
15, incl
eased kidneys sound so they will center. Two large plants will be In- June 1 to October
return limit October 31, !
eliminate the poisons from the Mood. stalled within the year.
o
r.1. :ntain
Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
Those apron ginghams we are sell Alamogordo & Sacranv.
o
Railway.
ing at 5 ce'ntd per yard are the best.
Mining Man Killed.
Effective June 2nd first i
Knd sale. Uon
Word comes from Parral of the On sale at our Mill
at 8
ger train w'.ll leave Ai:-Store.
frightful death of Mr. Stein, the as10:60
a. m., arrlvin? at Cloud
sistant superintendent e.f the famous OOOO0OO00O 0OO0O00BO a. m. daily. Return trail, i ;i .
p. m., aril, i j.,
Prieta mine in the suburbs of the ity. 0 Our entire bteick of colored par- - 0 croft at 5:30
p. ni.
Mr. Stein, while on duty, fell from the 0 asols, the finest selection in the 0 gordo at 8
i take
Passengers for these i:.
ladder to the l.ott.nn eif the shaft, a dis- 0 city, will be sold at cost and be- - 0
at Alamogoruj ; .u i ' .'tk)tli
(U
tance ef 3'iO feet. In bis descent one O low. Golden Kulo Dry Goods O dinner at Cloudcoft.
A. N. ii! : .vn,
of bis feet caught in a ladder and was 0 Company.
.
1. II iUte.
O0O000000
O. P. A., E.
detached from his body, it lying beside

PASO-ROC-

The Kansas City Lino, The Chicago Line,
The Denver Line, The Memphis
Line,The St.LouiaLino
AND THE WAY TO CLOUDCROFT

y

F. A. Jones, fc. m., C. E.
MONUMENTS.
Consulting Mining F.ngineer
All
of stone and sable work.
Field assistant U. S. (ieedogleal Survey Prices kinds
moderate. Shop and yard cor
Albuquerque, N. M.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
Correspondence aeilicitcd.
MAURINO.
II.
o
Tin, gaivanlzed
iron and coppet
Have you seen that blue cnnoicleo
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
ny.
ware company's store. It Is the ruoBt
beautiful and ornamental ward ever
With a few bottles of our
"Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece seen In A'ouquerque.
of "Diamond Ice;," in your refrigerator,
you can enjoy life these warm days.
Special Summer Excursion.
Try it. Southwestern Brewery & Ice
Albuquerque to Chicago niul return,

EL

..IS....

d

000000000
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President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present

Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. In
relief, permanent cure. Dr.
Thomas' Eclcctric Oil. At any drug
store.

stant

Co.

t0

o
o
o
o
c?

3

Is prepared to furnish you with the best cf accommodations
to a J.
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
W, D. MURDOCK,
C. R. HUDSON,
W. 3. MEAD,
O. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
C. A., El Paso. A. O. & P. A., Mexico
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
W. A. McQraw Is here from Denver.
Amado Chaves Is down from Santa
Fe.
J. R. Under, of Klrksvllle, Mo.. Is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. C. H. Con-

ner.
F. B. Wllmarth Is here from San
Pedro..
Ed Grnnsfeld was a passenger north
this morning.
A. M. Swan Is recovering from a severe sickness.
Attorney John D. W. Veeder Is here
from Las Vegas.
P. R. Kevs. a nromlnent citizen of
Socorro, is in the city.
J. B. Skinner, of WInslow, Is an Al
buquerque visitor today.
H. Emory Davis, a popular young
man of Belen. is in th city.
Herbert Brooks has returned from a
two weeks' visit at Magdalena.
The Highland natatorium will close
Saturday evening for the season.
Mrs. Felix Lester and Miss Branagh
ent out to Camp Whltcomb today.
Dr. E. M. Hildebrand, a graduate of
the University of Berlin, is In tne

WEAR
...RESISTING SCHOOL SHOES.,,
Are you looking for something extra strong in Boys' and
Girls' SCHOOL SHOES? We have a special line to fill this
want. The uppers are made of Kangaroo Calf, a leather that
is easy on the foot and does not crack or peel. Heavy extension soles of best Oak Tanned leather and round box toes.
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Alvarado.

V'1
No. 216 South Second Street.

Is closing out her hair dressing and
Switches, wigs
manicuring parlors.
and bangs, powders, creams and hair
tonics all will be sold at a great

ill

Q
ij

IRST CLASS HOUSE
AT

Sturges European.

Miss McClasky has accepted a posi
tion as clerk at the Phoenix dry goods
store.
for the children Is assured if the comMiss Nellie Brewer has returned
estibles are purchased here. If there's from a pleasant visit with mentis at
any high grode canned meat or fish we Belen.
W. A. Mclven, a mining man of
have not on hand, we'd liKe to know
anything short of that wo don't care to Nogal, N. M., is In the city buying
keep. A whole lot of things to please upplies.
Mrs. Kuhn. Robert Hauschild and
grownups, as well. Staple and fancy
groceries always in stock, without Elwood Albright have returned from
Camp Whltcomb.
question.
Mrs. Jack Scales left this morning
for a month s visit at her old home in
Kansas City, Mo.
Passenger train No. 2 carried an un
usually large number of through
this morning.
Coj'.'j Second St
Nos. US and
Mrs. E. C. Whitson, of the Whitson
Music company, returned this morning
from a business trip south.
Shoes
Bid3 on the iron, brick, cut stone
vk
and carpenter work on the Harnett
building will close Saturday.
Will
iH m oe
B. Ruppe has returned from an of
Some Bhoeo are made to sell, not to ficial trio to Clayton as president of
wear. Our shoes are of good solid the territorial board of pharmacy.
Frank Foraker, of New York, is here
quality, the styles are up to date and
spend a few weeks with his uncle.
to
our prices are as low as anyone can
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker.
put
possibly
on shoes that are fit to
Ralnh Dunbar will leave tomorrow
wear. All Oxfords at cost to close morning to join the surveying party
doing work on the proposed Durango
them out.
route.
T. MUENSTERMAN,
The library commission of the pub
library will meet In the library
lic
203 Railroad Ave. Albuquerque, N. M. building
night at 7:30 street.
Thursday
Open day and night. Calls are
o
o'clock.
promptly attended to.
St. Vincent Academy.
Miss Estella Speight left this morn
Sep
:..
reopened
MONEY TO LOAN.
Also Sell Monument 8
St .Vincent academy
Idea of a school shoe for your girl? We ing for Santa Fe, where she will attend
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any have a shoe of this description and can Loretto academy during the coming tember 2. Particular attention is called Office and parlor- N. Second
good security; also househoM goods highly recommend it as to good wear,
to tTie musical department. For Infor
winter.
stored with me; strictly confidential. Sizes 8 to 11, $1.25; 12 to 2, $1.50; 2
Superior.
Five camp cooks were shipped to mation apply to the Sister
Highest cash price paid for household to 6, $1.75,
C. May s Popular Priced Galisteo this morning by W. B. Oilman,
at
foods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Professor Di Mauro, Violinist.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad avenue. to do work in the Santa Fe Central
of violin and mandolin to
Teacher
Dealers In
Ladies' waists and colored shirt grading camps.
perfection,' and also furnish the best
Smith,
of
CITY NEW8.
Irvine
and
Samuel
Free
waists at less than V price at The
orchestra music in the territory, for Sheep, Wool, Hides,
Hillsboro, Ohio, who have been visit dancing aid concerts In any kind of
Economist.
ine Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Foraker. left opera music desired.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Goat
for their home last night.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
o
George Timis kicked Alvan Pohle on
iexlco.
Private Boarding.
Demlne has a magnificent school
FOR PRICES
WRITE
the shins and for thus attacking
Demlng, the gateway to the best system.
The Library boarding house, 100
N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
Vrt of Old Mexico.
Demlne. the coming city of New Pohle's lower extremities was given North Edith street, is now ready to
fifteen days In the county jail.
serve first class board at a reasonable
Window shades in all colors and Mexico.
irldttas at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Wm. Mcintosh, the Chllill sheepman, rate. It 1b in charge of Mrs. Norman,
Demlng water is chemically pur-ewho has been spending a couple of who has bought out Mrs. Whitney, and
Special on ladies' fancy neck rlblon, equal to Polan Snrlngs.
Dealer In
weeks In the city, will leave tomorrow she assures her patrons good home
Worth 35c, only 19c, at The Economist.
pure
make
ozone
Demlng water and
country.
tlue
Chillli
morning
for
attention.
cooking
careful
and
healthy
people.
strong
and
Mexican drawn work In endless vaCol. R. E. Twitchell. of Las Vegas, is
riety bt Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
No tuberculosis preservallne or colTHE LATEST NOVELTY
today trying to work up an excur
evenue.
here
mills.
Jersey
Matthews'
oring in
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
to Veeas to see the return ball
sion
In Demlng you can buy lots tor J100
worn by the best dressers In all the Repairing don. promptly and by
Demlne is a great health resort
Sun
jrhlch will pay yon 100 per cent. It tens
a
from
week
game
Fe
with
Santa
large cities,
has no superior in climate for the cure day.
skilled workmen.
than twelve mont.".
pulmonary troubles.
AND EGYPTIAN WATCH
ALGERIAN
ol
went
Vegas,
Las
325 South Second Street.
S. Duncan, of
we ttre
In Moxicur. diMvn
Jas.
FOBS.
Look Into Kleinwort's marke. on to Silver City last night on a political
showing a bi?
Albert
Albuquerque, New Mexko.
GET THEM AT THE MAZE.
North Third street. He has the nicest mission in the interest of Chas. A.
fabor, SOS Rallroa.l n.niao,
city.
in
the
fresh,
meats
DsaiEff! Hsv- - v.i. ..en tLpre? it
EpiesB, candidate for delegate to con
PRIVATE FURNITURE SALE
OMONEYTO LOAN
,. lor the big tfa are sole agents for Wheeler & grcss.
not. you a'iouifi
ale of lots on '. . ..a ol' tiny montn. Whson sewing machines. Albert FaFURGRUNSFELD.
The C. Colombo society will hold a OF MRS JAMES
Ion..l.g! Dual overlook it If you ber, 305 Railroad aveuue.
On diamonds, watches or any good
meeting tomorrow evening to decide NITURE CAN BE INSPECTED AT
are looking for a sale and paying inWhy buy high priced lots when you what part that Bociety will take in the STORE ROOM OPPOSITE POSTOF-FICsecurity. Great bargains In watches
vestment.
can get them cheap in Demlng now. big trades display during the termor
FROM 9 TILL NOON AND 3 of every description.
A. H. vnNOW,
In Demlng another good hotel Is with certain advance assured?
TO 6 P. M. BIG BARGAINS AS FUR
lal fair.
needed to accommodate the enormous
Aeripuitural lands In Demlng are un
has returned from Long NITURE MUST BE SOLD THIS 201 South Fecond street, few doors
Holman
Carl
Increase of population.
.nn.anRprl for fertility, production of Beach, where he has been spending his WEEK.
north of vistofllce.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
I
Fresh Cut Flowers.
vacation, l.awson Auld, who was with
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Carl will remain In Auld, California,
Subscribe for The Citizen.
"
UjllEMSrIVrrrm""-"'WiMIBHf"
Would a dressy looking vicl kid shoe.
We carry the largest variety of lin- where he will reside iu the future,
J. A. Harlan , superintendent of
With spring heel, heavy extension sole oleums and oil cloths In this city
avenue.
bridces and buildings of the RlQ
and patent leather tip answer your Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
Grande dilvislon of the Santa Fe, arrived from San Marclal this morning.
Mr. Harlan Is superintending the build.
:
i
;
r
ing of the new freight house.
:
Pitcher Cummlngs, of the Lamar,
"r
Cff
Colorado, base ball team, has written
that he would like to come to Aluu
querque to reside. Ho pitched the first
and third games against the Browns
in the recent series and won both. He
may be Induced to make this his home.
The delegates from New Mexico now
attending the mining congress at
Butte, Montana, are the following:
Jefferson Raynohls, of Las Vegas; A.
R. Gibson, of Santa Fe; C. T. Brown
SCHOOL SUITS
and J. L. Torry, of Socorro; J. L.
$2.75 to $7.50.
of
IV
5
Jenks, Albuquerque; Jack Crawford J
M. W. lloyle, E. F. Pier-- j
(three
Sun Mart-ialSUITS
SCHOOL
son and C. J. Hold.
'
$7.50.
to
piece), $4.00
!i
The republican primaries in precinct
V:
.
12 will be held at Judge Crawford's
SCHOOL
..SUITS .. (long
office In the city building. The prim-pants), $6.00 to $12.00.
pry in precinct -- ti will be held at Judge
s
BOYS' "K. E." WAISTS.
V
.
Borthert's oflice on Third street. Both
these primaries will be held at 7:30
65c,
75c.
50c,
BOYS' SHIRTS,
Saturday evening.
FOR
CALF SHOES,
REX
S. A. W. V., Booth camp No. 255
Comrades: You are earnestly requestBOYS ONLY $1.50.
ed to attend the regular monthly meeting this (Wednesday) evening at 7:30
p ni., corner ivailroad avenue and Second street. John Borradaile, commander; J. S. Black, adjutant.
Tony Garcia, the well known v. col
of
buyer, who has been In the

SB

A PICNIC

THE

J. L. BELL

& CO.

That

Stand

JEXIC0

HE WISEST MEN buy their new
I fall hats early. They have the
advantage of choosing while the
line is complete.
We are showing our new Fall
Styles of Derbys, Fedoras, Crushes,
and the popular Turban shapes undoubtedly more styles than have ever
been shown here at any one time.
Knox Soft Hats and Derbys at $3.50
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...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTO SH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
Mowers

--

I

l
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UNIVERSITY

NEW

M

and $5.
Stetson Soft Hats and Derbys at $4
and $4.50.
Tiger Soft Hats and Derby at $3.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

NOW OPEN FO.. GUESTS.
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
C. B. Kehrman, Mark Rosenthal, St Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
Louis: C. H. Williams. Boston; F. J 5 a. m.
J. B. BLOCK,
HIckc. Chicago; Ed. E. Ford, E. B. Lea
Proprietor.
mer, Kansas City; J. S. Duncan, Laa
Vegas; W. A. Mclven. Nogal, N. M.;
Grand Central.
Mrc. II. K. Coon, Whltcomb Springs;
J. B. Wllmarth, San Pedro; Miss R.
Po'wiand. Pajarlto; John D. W. Veed
egas
er, miner k. veeuer.
Amadu Chaves, Santa Fe; Chas. Bock,
OF
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Hotel Highland.
J. L. Miles, Kansas City; J. B. Skin
ner, B. Downs, Winslow, Arizona; w.
P. Young, Pasadena, Cal.
ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
Miss Claude Albright at Colombo AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
hall Tuesday night.
The School of Music offers full courses
o
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
The Cabinet serves a hot free lunch
every day between iu anu i o ciock.
Board and rooms at the University
Give us a call.
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
JONES & HARRIS, Props.
o
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
Miss Phllbrlck's kindergarten will be 1902, at 10:30 a. m.
located this year In the Commercial
For further information, address,
club building with Miss Heimbeck,
W. G. TIGHT, President,
Term will begin next Monday.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Household goods, at 524 East Coal
New 'Phone
avenue, for sale at private saie; aiso Old 'Phone
1S2
59.
niano. Ladles invited to call and In
spect goods.
J. W. Edwards
n
The Eastslde Kindergarten will open
September 22. For information inquire Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
of Miss Newell, 228 North Walter

H

i

BLOCK'S HOTEL
ONLY

i

o o
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GENTLEMEN1
Call and examine our new fall samples 2300 patterns to select from.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. S., Dental Surstyle, price and quality, compels
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
you to be our customer.
Mock. Both 'phones.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Second Street.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
W.

z
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MADAME PHILIPPS.

ld Bros, for

A. McGrew. S. H. Burroughs.
Denver; Wm. M. Bell and wife, George
H. Hinkle, W. P. Burnet. St. Louis; C.
R. Keys, Socorro; F. W. J. Weigman
Ity.
Philadelphia:
C. B. Reynolds, Kearney,
man
big
goods
dry
J. J. Swofferd, the
A.
San Francisco; J
Neb.;
Forbes,
H.
of Kansas City, and family, are In the B. Skinner, Winslow; J. J. Swofford
city.
and family, Kansas City; A. R. Rick
Miss Lou Lee will open her private man, Kalamazoo, Mich.
school on Silver avenue r.ext

$1 25

12 to

the past three years,
hRB resigned the above position and
will enter Into partnership in the wool
business with his brother. E. i- Garcia.
Toney has had eleven years experience
In handffne wool and hides. His many
friends wish him success.
A. D. Peffley Is around today showing some almonds which were grown
at his residence on High street. The
nuts are extra large and have a very
fine flavor.
Miss Phllbrlck will reopen her kindergarten next Monday in the large
room In the rear of Miss Heimbeck's
Etudlo. Miss Phllbrlck has conducted
a kindergarten In Albuquerque for the
past ten years and her work has been
appreciated by all who know her. Miss
Helmbeck will assist In teaching the
music and physical culture.

3

m

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

Garcia & Co

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

Pelts

skins

S. MICHAEL

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

New Mexico
Normal University

At Las Vegas.

Opens September 2, 1902
A

e..-m-

cation.

-

f

A

High School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty cf Specialists.
Located In the Ideal Residence Town
cf New Mexico.
A Model

For information address

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.

l
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JUST 50c
The Best Food Chopper Made,

Has 6teel cutters and it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-- 4
lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart instantly for cleaning.

1

A

IE.

...
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L. WAS HBURN

--

Fully Gurauteed

SHOES

w

i

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

"Queen Quality"

(two-piece-

Grammar

School.

BOYS'

APPAREL

Preparatory School for College.

An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and

"I"I1"?",'M

LADIES'

Training School for Teachers.

An Academic School for General Edu-

Whitney

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go.

113

'Phones:

115-11- 7

South thirst

Company

Aut. :4i; Bell.

street

85.

Albuquerque, N.
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